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ABSTB&CT
The effects of personasl policies on the retention of
service couples, ser viceatBB bers married to other members,
were studied to determine rfhat factors most cause one or
both members to leave the ailitary service and to recommend
solutions to increase satisfaction and retention. A survey
was mailed to 2,Q00 servioe couples; 321 responses were
analyzed using the computerized Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS). The three major reasons for leaving
tha military service were inability :d co-locate with the
spouse, separation from fanily, and bstter civilian job. An
additional issue of rnajsr importance was the requirement for
9
childcare. A number of iasguities w=r5 found in the treat-
ment of service couples as opposed tz members aarried to
civilians on the issues of BAQ, ?S\, and dependency. It was
concluded that better datailer support of service couples,
the correction of some policy inequities and confusion, and
improvement in childcare availability would make a dramatic
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I. ISTRODOCTIDN
A relatively new phenomenon in ths military services
that is becoming more and more noticeable is the occurence
of "service couples," military members married to other ser-
vioemembers. It is likely that the personal lifestyles,
desires and career intentions of suci oouples present new
problems for personnel lanagemsnt. lis objective of this
study is to explore the effects of various Navy policies on
the retention of servica ooupias. Phis small but growing
population of active duty members married to other active
duty members is confronts! with a range of special problems
in assignment, pay, and aininistrative processes. Not only
are the relevant policies scattered through various Federal
statues, and DoD and Navy aanuals and instructions, but they
are often interpreted differently at different commands. It
is anticipated that the ensuing confision, along with a
perceived bias against service couplss, is often enough to
cause dissatisfaction with the Naval Service, resulting
ultimately in the separation of one or both memoirs.
The primary concern of this research is to highlight
those factors that directly affect the retention of the
Navy's service couples. Without knowing these factors,
suggested polioy changes aid pcogran implementations would
be just "shots in the dark" in an attempt to resolve the
perceived problems. The recognition and analysis of the
relevant problems is the first step towards the proper
development of well thought-out and affective solutions.
Policy may then be developed and implemented which can real-
istically be expected to iaprove the retention of these
couples.

It is further expected that tha final cost to the Navy
in recruiting, training, aid other replacement costs far
overshadows what it would have cost to retain tha dissatis-
fiad member in tha first oLace.
Two suppositions regarding servioe couples ware explored
in this study.
(1) Some personnel policies, suoh as the lick of a
requirement/effort to co-locate spouses in detailing to
assignments, rasult in marital and/or career conflicts for
the couple, i.e. , either they get divorced or one or both
leave the service.
(2) Certain pay policies discriainate against or
adversely affect service oouples to the extent that one or
both is/are unhappy enough to leave the service (causing
replacement costs greater than the ooat of inducing the
mea ber to stay) .
A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH METHOD
This study is limited to an examination of che problems
and factors influencing ratention of service coiples in the
Navy only. The research method included a survey of a random
sample of the target population and analysis of their
responses utlizing a computerized program, the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The respondents'
written comments were also examined for further amplifica-
tion of their questicnnai: =• responses.
B. OUTLINE OF THESIS
Chapter I of -his taesis presents an introduction and
description of the topic and purpose of the research, a
brief description of tha rasearch method, an outline of the
thesis, a summary of the findings and conclusions and a
review of the relevant lie = ratjre.

Chapter II explains thia research nethodology in de-ail,
including questicnnaire design and testing, sample selec-
tion, response rate, and analysis techniques.
Chapter III presents the rssults of the frequency
tables, crosstab illations, and statistical tests used in the
analysis of the questionnaire responses. The written
comments of the respondents are incliied (in
.
paraphrase) to
explain the respondents feelings.
Chapter 17 summarizes the authors' conclusions from the
analysis and presents some recommend* tions for improving or
correcting the problems found.
Appendix A is a copy of the survey cover letter and the
survey itself.
Appendix B is the coding scheme ised in processing of
the survey results using tie SPSS prDgram.
Appendix C is the encoded data from the returned surveys
that were used in the study. The written comments were not
preserved.
Appendix D is a copy of the SPSS program that was
utilized to process the data and to generate frequency
tables ar.d cross tabulation tables.
Appendix E contains all of the frequency and crosstabu-
laticn tables that were generated in the course of the
study.
C. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The analysis of the qie stio nnair e responses reveals that
the major reasons why service couples choose to leave the
service are:
1. Unable to get assigned to the same location as spouse.
2. Separation from family.
3. Better civilian job.
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4. Raising a family.
5. Unable to get assigned to a desirable billet in the
same location as sp:ase.
As a result of career conflicts experienced by service
couples, e.g., difficulty in obtaining co-located career-
enhancing assignments for both, over 70% stated that one or
both would leave the service.
Pay policies were reportedly a major source of dissatis-
faction, particularly the perceived Inequity between the
treatment of service couples vice aeabers marrisi to
civilians.
Childcare was also found to be a major concern influ-
encing service couples retention intentions. Nonavailability
and inadequacy of childcare services make it difficult for
ser vicemembers to cope witi military duties.
D. LITERATURE REVIEW
A literature search raveaied no research or reports
dealing solely or specifically with ''service couples."
However, service couples w=re sometiaes included as a subset
in studies of different groups, e.g., dual-career families
in the military in general. The literature which does
meition service couples to some degr=e is reviewed here only
insofar as it is relevant to the purpose and findings of
this study.
i/l . In The Two-Career Famuli JLSL &&§. Ml7./ Delia Suter
surveyed married Naval officers [Ref. 1: pp. 10-135]. She
noted the increasing trend in marriages between servicemem-
bers, and the increasing umber of onen officers in the
Navy. At the time of her study (1979) she found that "fair
ani equitable policies ani regalatioi s covering two-career
situations (had) not been formally established;" polices
were made up and problems handled on a case-by-case basis.
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Suter reported that the most recently published guidance
concerning assignment of "joint spouse couples" was an
article in the Fall 1978 Dfficer Newsletter, which stated
that detailers do "attenpt to assign married menbers ... to
the same geographic area, with conconitant effort directed
at filling billets for which each service member is quali-
fied." The article advised sec vicenenbers to inform their
detailers of their and their spouses' career desires by
letter or preference card. It alsD staged that "officers are
reninded that upon marriage to a serviremember they can
request adjustment of theic PRD to coincide with or more
closely approximate the spouses' PRD. Such requests should
be made to their detailers." Suter rites Navy policy
providing for no cost transfers "at other than normal
projected rotation dates" for officers who desire to be
co-located with their serviceme mber spouses (BOPERSMAN
Article 1820340) . She also mentions a recently established
Navy policy prohibiting concurrent assignment of "joint-
spouse couples without dependents" to sea duty without their
consent due to the "extraordinary financial hardships" such
couples would face when their 3AQ was forfeited (CNO msg 24
February 1979; Navy Times, 16 kpril 1979).
In her analysis, Suter found that transfers were the
most often reported problem of both military members and
civilian spouses. She reports that, "in the case of joint
military careers, one female officer indicated that
detailers insisted on placing priority on her spouse's
career regardless of the couple's decision that he would not
remain in the Navy but that she would continue to pursue her
Naval career." Suter found that wails 74.5°? (n = '4l) of her
respondents thought detailers should consider spouses'
careers, only 36.4:* (n=20) indicated that they had ever
mentioned it to their dataller. She felt this discrepancy
could be attributed to the recency of stated "policy" on the
12

subject. According to Suter's survey, childcare was the
second most often reported problem for military members, and
third most often mentioned by civilian spouses. "Time
together and time for children" was the second biggest
concern for civilan spouses. "Conflicts over careers and
money" were also frequently mentioned problems of two-*career
families.
Suter reported that several of her respondents indicated
that divorce or resignation from the Navy were "eminent" as
a result of the incompatability of their two-career lifes-
tyle with military family life. She concluded that
two-career families had less desire for a full Navy career
than did single income or one-career/one- job families, and
that Navy policies would have to take the special problems
of the former group into consideration in order to improve
retention.
2. The Navy has recognized "that personnel satisfaction
with military life is correlated with family satisfaction
and family functioning" [lief. 2: pp. 4-38]. The Navy Family
Support Program was developed to respond to the needs and
concerns of military families. In orier to facilitate proper
planning of programs and family services, a demographic
study of Navy Personnel and families was conducted. This
study utilized a one percent random sample of Emergency Data
Forms, to detemine the composition of Navy families. In this
study, A Demgc[r ajohic Profile of U.S. Navy. Personnel and
Families, Orthner and Nelson found that 54% of Navy Members
are married. Of these, 2.5% (n=13,227) were married to ether
military members, mainly other Navy nembers (90£) . The study
also found that married Navy women were more likely to be
married to another servicsn ember (47~o) than were men (2%) . A
majority (79^) of dual-military families had no children.
The report stated that Navy poLicies should attempt tc "keep
military couples together Ln assignments since separations v
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can be causally linked to aarital instability and subsequent
job problems." It concluded that the Navy»s ability to
attract and retain qualified personnel would be influenced
by the Navy's response to current trends in families and
their lifestyles. The Ortaier report stated that "conflicts
between the family system and the military system are inevi-
table unless the needs of Navy persons and their families
are met." They pointed out that mora research ia this area
was needed and that information was iat centralized nor
easily accessible for analysis. The study group recommended
that policies and programs affecting Navy families be evalu-
ated for effectiveness in changes in morale, retention and
personnel performance.
3. In Dual Career Families Within the Coast Guar.d
Officer Corps, Harlan Henderson surveyed a random sample of
married officers [Ref. 3: pp. 11-73]. He cited problems
encountered by "joint spouses," including joint assignments,
childcare and family separations. He noted that "officai,
written policy of the Coast Guard concerning dual careers
(addressed) the assignment procedure of women and married
(joint) spouses" (CG-207) (1967:4-A-3 and U-A-3A) .
Specifically, Coast Guard policy states that "if authorized
billets are available, every effort will be made to assign
husband and wife to the same geograpiic area in order to
permit them to maintain a joint residence." Additionally, a
husband and wife would only be assigned to sea duty simulta-
neously at their request, and requirements for no-cost
transfers in order to co-locate are specified.
In this study, 36% of dual career couples experienced
serious career conflict; tie reasons given, in decreasing




Ir. his analysis, Hender son . found that dual career fami-
lies were least satisfied with childoare options available
(22% were dissatisfied).
Henderson also found tiat 90% of dual career respondents
felt their lifestyles should be considered by their
detailers in making assignments, but only 54"- had ever
mentioned their spouse*s career to their detailers.
Henderson concluded that, in general, Coast Suard offi-
cers are satisfied with their service and are very career
oriented, but dual career families were a little less satis-
fied and experienced more conflict in their marriages than
those with other lifestyles. Overall., "the Coast Guard
(appeared) to be doing a good job of personnel management'1
[Ref. 3: p. 73].
4. In A Comparison of Attitudes in Dual-Career Air
Force Families, Linda Hcu< reports that joint spouse
marriages are becoming common; 76% of married Air Force
women'are married to other servicenenbers, as are 4.5% of
married Air Force men [Bef. 4: pp. 1-70]. She explored the
pcssibilty that service couples were more satisfied with Air
Force life than couples with a civilian spouse due to policy
changes recognizing the special probLems of service couples
but no special attention given tc members with civilian
spouses. Houk utilized lata obtained from the 1930 USAF
Quality of Life Survey III to analyze 1413 dual-career fami-
lies. She noted that the Mr Force had recently (1930)
established policy for concurrent reassignment of joint
spouses, temporary exemptions from recalls, alerts, exer-
cises, shift work and deployments for military couples with
newly acquired dependents, and requirements for joint
spouses to have an emergeicy care plan for their dependents
in case cf moblization of both partners at the same time.
Houk's analysis produced the following findings: Military
cojples selected Family separation as their main reason for
15

not making the Air Fores a career; nsmbers with civilian
spouses chose pay and allowances as the main influence and
separations as their second reason. Each group was most
dissatisfied with the area in which thay felt thair military
lifestyles compared unfavorably with a civilian lifestyle.
Honk recognized special problems experienced by service
couples, e.g., separations due to separate remote assign-
ments when they had dependents, or ina vailabiiity of
career-enhancing assignnaits in tha same location. Houk
noted that the problems ani dissatisfaction exparianced by
dual-career families lead to divorce or separation from the
service. She concluded that as the Air Force has more
control over assignment policies than pay, and has recogni-
zied the importance of job and family satisfaction to
retention, additional attention shouli be directed at dual-





The effects of personnel policies, pay policies and
other factors on the retention of service couples was deter-
mined by administering a sirvey to a random sample of the
target population. Their responses were analyzed with the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) . The
development of the survey, the sample and the analysis are
described in this chapter.
Just what current policies create negative influences on
the retention of service couples and what changes need to be
made to counteract these effects are the central themes of
this study. This section will discuss several potentially
relevant factors which serve as the basis of car question-
naire design.
'• £§£§.2£H§1 P.olicies
Perhaps the single most iniDcrtant personnel policy
throughout the Navy, regaciless of narital status, is the
assignment/detailing process. It is likely that the service
couple faces this with great apprehension, as two members
must attempt to get stationed in the same location in mean-
ingful billets, meet the necessary career gates, maintain a
household and take care of their minor dependents if they
have any. These couples nust either decide: that one of
their careers has priority and will be pursued while the
other becomes secondary, that both will maintain viable
careers at the cost of geographic separations as needed, or
that they will insist on co-location to the possible detri-
ment of one or both careers. Or perhaps they will just do
17

the best they can on a case-by-case basis until they can get
out. This process is especially difficult when the designa-
tors and subspecialties are different for officers and the
ratings and NEC's are diffsrent for enlisted. It means that
the detailers must be willing to work across community lines
and at times overcome the parochial bias that exists between
these communities.
Different people in the Navy have different opinions
as to the amount of cooperation that their detailers
provide. To what degree do detailers support a oouple who
both want to pursue Naval careers aai yet remain co-located?
Does the detailer of each spouse give much effort to
locating a meaningful billet for that person; dses he just
pick the first available billet without regard to that indi-
vidual's career qualifications, skiLLs, and past
performance; or does he insist that the person be separated
from his/her spouse for the "needs of the Navy?" The
efforts and attitudes of the Navy's detailers have a great
effect on all military members, but decisions when dealing
with service couples affect the very existence of their
family life as well as their careers.
There are certain basic considerations that Navy
Personnel Policies should take into account: (1» married
couples want to stay together and (2| they frequently have
young children to care for. Do Navy policies currently make
provisions for a service couple to have opposite sea/shore
rotations when they have ainor dependents? This could in
effect drive at least one person fron the service in order





Twice a month, aaci Navy member receives a govern-
ment pay check based on a myriad of factors such as pay
grade, length of service, dependents, sea/shore duty status,
etc. Most members are acutely awara of their entitlements
and are continually comparing theirs with others. One issue
facing the service couple is the matter of Basio Allowance
for Quarters (BAQ). The issue is complex because service
couples are treated much differently than service members
married to civilians. In the first place, a spouse or chili
is not considered a "depeii ent" for pay purposes if ha or
she is a member of the military service [Ref. 5: p. 3-18.1].
A service couple without da pendents, both assignad to sea
duty, does not receive BA2 because the Navy provides them
with guarters onboard their ships. let, this couple is just
as likely as any other couple to want to maintain a house-
hold ashore. When they see their fallow shipmaces married
to civilians receiving BA2 at the with-dependents rate, do
tha y feel slighted and begin to resent the Navy for making
thair marriage even more difficult?
Another unclear issue is the dependent status of
children from prior marriages and current marriiges. In some
cases service couples with children from prior narriages as
well as their current marriage may both claim dependents and
draw BAQ at tha with-depeni ents rata; in certain circums-
tances they may not. The Department of Defense Personnel
Manual (DODPM) sets forth sligibilty requirements in detail.
Yet they are still confusing, unclear and apparently incon-
sistent. It often seems that the principles of fairness and
justifiable entitlement, as well as tha rules, change from
one situation to another. For example, a servioe couple may
both draw BAQ with dependents if sons of the dependents are
parents and some are children, but not if the dependents are
19

children from a previous marriage ani the current one. In
the latter case, they ace entitled t:> one BAQ with depen-
deits and one single 3A2, aven if the dependents from the
previous marriage are living in another household and
receiving child support [Ref. 5: pp. 3-15 - 3-54].
3 • Retention Issues
As the pool of eligible recruits dwindles and
replacement costs continue to grow, rstention of current
service members becomes a nore seripis consideration in
policy making. If the major factors causing one or both
members of a service coupls to leave the service can be
identified and remedied, tie Navy ma/ be able to retain a
substantial number of its trained, experienced and qualified
members. A married couple co-locate! in desirable billets
is likely to have more job satisfaction, and be more produc-
tive, better able to reconoile their family life with the
deuands of military life, and more inclined to remain in the
service until retirement.
Reduced cost is another benefit to the government.
When there are two billets in :ne Location to be filled, it
costs less to move one service couple family than the sepa-
rate families of two military members married to civilians.
This study will explore the possible factors that
influence service couples to leave tis service.
U . Childcare
The availability of childcare is a necessity for any
working couple, But for the service couple this is an
extremely important issue I ue to their military obligations.
Service members work rotating shifts, stand watches, are
sent TAD, deploy and are subject to 21 hour recall as a
normal function of military life. The military couple must
have reliable, high quality, inexpensive child care
23

facilities available around the clocic, every day of the
week, in order to accommodate their esquired working sche-
dules. Having to hire a private babysitter may be beyond the
couples' financial means and difficult to arrange to fit
military duty reguirements, especially on short notice.
B. DATA COLLECTION
In order to analyze the effects of personnel policies
and other factors on service couples' retention intentions,
careers, lifestyles, etc., a data base revealing their opin-
ions, perceptions, intentions, demographic data, etc. was
needed. Such a data base, pertaining specifically to service
couples, apparently did not exist and had to be created for
the purposes of this thesis.
1 • Data Base Alternati yes
The 1978 Department of Defense Survey of Enlisted
Personnel, Forms 1 and 2, and of Officers, Forms 3 and 4,
were first evaluated to determine if they were applicable to
the objective of this study. This Rand Corporation project
was determined to be too iated and did not contain informa-
tion in all areas of concern. It was therefore rejected as a
data source for this study.
The next data base considered was developed during a
Naval Postgraduate School thesis project on The Two-Career
Family in the Navy/' by LT Delia J. Suter in 1979. Once
again, the information was dated and did not cover all
aspects cf interest to the current study. It was also
rejected.
After inguiries to the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DM DC) in Monterey, Naval Personnel Research and Development
Center (NPRDC) in San Di=go, and the Center for tfavai
Analyses (CNA) in Alexandria, Virginia, in search of a
21

current and usable data base were unfruitful, it was appa-
rent that a questionnaire-type survey would have to be
conducted to gather the required iaf ormation.
2- Sam£le S election
The next problem *as to locate a source of names of
personnel in the target population to receive the survey.
DMDC, NPF.DC, AND CNA did not have this sort of lata either,
and requested that they be advised of such a source should
one be discovered. After nearly three months of searching, a
final effort phone call was made to the Navy Finance Center
(NFC) in Cleveland to determine if they could create a data
file with the required ranks, names, and addresses.
Fortunately, the Center replied that they could produce a
tape containing such information from records that they
currently maintained. The tape produoed contained informa-
tion on 14,722 service members who, according to NFC files,
were married to ether service members. Enlisted members made
up the bulk with 12,937 listings while officers completed
the total with 1,785 members. Subsequently, The Family
Support Program (NMPC-65) offered to sponsor a thesis in
this area. The staff members at NMPZ-56 were, however,
unsure of the reliability of the data available from NFC.
Therefore, a check on the accuracy of the file from
Cleveland was added as the first question of the survey.
3- Questionnaire Desijn
The basic rules for using the questionnaire method
were that it be short, easily understood by ail educational
levels, easy to fill out, and that it would leni itself to
coding to take advantage of computer analysis. By combining
the formats used by the 197 8 DoD Survey and that of Suter, a
useful survey format for the purpose of this thesis was
achieved. A copy of the survey and its cover letter are
contained in Appendix A.
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Question number one was designed to ensure that only
the desired sample completed the ques tionnaire and served to
validate the accuracy of NFC's recoris. The five options
provided cover all conceivable circunstances of marital
status and spouse military status. 2uestions two through 16
were intended to provide a description of the characteris-
tics of the respondents and a determination as to whether or
not the respondents were re presentati ve of the target popu-
lation. They would also be use! in tie analysis of the
questions of interest.
Questions 17 throagh 21 were designed to investigate
the perceived degree of detailer support of the service
couple's career decisions and their subsequent satisfaction
with the assignment process.
Questions 22 and 23 were added to determine specifi-
cally what personnel policies oreatei problems for service
couples and what changes they would recommend. Comments were
solicited rather than providing response choices so as not
to influence the responses of the service members.
Questions 24 and 25 were included to determine the
extent of conflict between the careers of the military part-
ners and the probable result of such a conflict.
Question 26 was ailed to determine the length cf
permanent separation that a service oouple would accept.
Question 27 was included to see where the service couples
put their priorities when they were facing a Permanent
Change of Station (PCS) transfsr.
Questions 28 and 29 were incLided to determine
which, if any, pay policies were perceived to discriminate
against service couples and what changes should be made.




In response to a request fron DMDC to explore the
problems with childcare, question 30 was included. The five
response categories provided were intended to cover the
geaeral situations encountered by meabers with childcare
requirements. As with several other questions, space for
coaments was added to provide for specific details if the
respondent desired.
Specific reasons for leaving the service are covered
in question 31 for the respondent ani in question 32 for the
spouse. This design actually allows! information to be
solicited from twice as many members as the sample size.
Having the members rank the top three reasons that would
influence thsm to leave the service before retirement was
intended to reveal the major factors leading to separation
from military service. However in analysis their unranked
responses proved confusing and useless. The marked responses
were therefore combined, regariiess of ranking, to facili-
tate a more meaningful analysis.
4. Question na i re Testing
The initial rough Iraft of tie questionnaire was
tested on ten service couples, both officer and enlisted,
assigned to the Naval Postgraduate School. They were
instructed to evalute the format and fording of the ques-
tions as well as the areas of concern covered. Based on
their comments and r ecoumei dations, :he format and content
were altered to arrive at the final form of the question-
naire (see Appendix A).
5. Sample Size Determination
The sample was drawn on a random basis utilizing the
last digit of the service aembers' Social Security Number
(SSN)
. The tape from ths Navy Finance Center was organized
by SSN, which led to this decision.
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The size (n) of tie random sample to receive ques-
tionnaires was calculated based on ttia expected rate of
return and the sample size (number of respondents) that
would provide a 95% confidence level. That is, a proportion
in the population would lis within a given interval around
the variable sample proportion estimate 95% of the time.
According to informed sources in tha Naval Postgraduate
School Operations Research Department, on the average, mail
surveys were currently obtaining about a 25% response rate.
Therefore the number of required cDnoLeted surveys desired
must be multiplied by a factor of four to arriva at the
number which must be mailed out.
In the "worst case", variance about a proportion is
greatest when the proportiDn is 0.5. Utilization cf the
worst case in selecting a confidents interval is considered
a "reasonable and conservative rule-} f-thumb approach"
[Ref. 6: p. 285], Where
P = proportion in the population, also, the
probability of occurrence of the trait in
question,
p = proportion ii the sampl= which is an estimate
of P,
p = "worst case" probability of ?,
1-P = the probability of the trait, not occurring in
the worst case,
n = sample size, and
P(1-P)
N n = sample estimate of Standard deviation of p,
the calculation of the nuiiDer of cDmpleted surveys required
to obtain a 95% confidence interval is as follows.
A confidence interval of .35 centered around ?=.50
was selected, e.g., .45 <^ ? _.55. Therefore, as the limits
selected for this proportion ? are p ; .05 and as the 95%
confidence interval for this proportion in a large sample (n
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1.96 being the "z value" or number o£ standard deviation
units required above ani below the cne an to give a confidence














n = 384. 16.
This n was rounded to 43 for simplicity.
The number of surveys calculated was multipied by
four to produce the numbec of surveys that must be mailed
out r or 1600. To this, 403 additional surveys ware added for
a total of 2,000 to allow cor surveys returned as undeliver-
able, incomplete surveys, and others that ccuii not be used
for seme other reason.
The 2,000 surveys *ere diviisi between the officer
ani enlisted populations. As the number of officers in the
target population was relatively small, the offioer popula-
tion was over sampled ia Dcder to Dbtain enough responses to
permit a thorough analysis. Therefore, 750 officers and
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1,250 enlisted members were sent questionnaires in the hope
of receiving at least 4D0 complete aid useable returns. This
meant sampling about 9.6% of the enlisted portion of the
population, and about U2% of the officer segment of the
population.
The names, ranks, and addresses of those selected
for survey were then processed using the Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) program to produce the mailing labels
for the survey envelopes.
6. E§S£gnse Rate of Survey
As noted on the survey cover letter, 7 Dctober 1982
was established as the deadline for returning surveys in
order to ensure adequate time for encoding, processing and
analyzing the lata. In actuality, alL survey responses,
totalling 821, that were received up through the 22nd of
October were used in the analysis, .liny respondents stated
that they had not receive! their survey until after the due
date but wanted to participate. All returned surveys are
being forwarded to the Joint Service Committee on
Coupens ation Issues relating to service couples, at its
request. Table I presents the survey response rate
statistics.
7. Statistical Methods Used in the Analysis
The data contained in the conpletad questionnaires
were ceded into computer ?ntry forna: using the coding
scheme shown in Appendix 3. The entire data file containing
the coded responses for all 821 surveys used in the analysis
is in Appendix C. Written comments of the respondents and






Surveys mailed out 2,030
LESS: deserters and deceased 4
undel iverable 231
unusable 6
never married 4 245
possible responses 1,755
responses received tirough 10/22 821
response rate in anal/sis 45.8^
responses received after 10/22 172
total number of responses 993
overall response rata 55.6%n
The computer file of data was analyzed utilizing
SPSS. Originally, selected frequencies and nuierous cros-
stabulaticn tables were programmed to break out information
expected to be interesting. This was later modified to
include frequencies to all questions. Frequency distribu-
tions were run on all questions to determine the demographic
characteristics cf the respondents acid whether these contri-
buted to any difference in responses on various questions.
Crosstab ulat ion is a joint frequency distribution of
cases according to two or nors classification variables.
This is the most commonly used analytic method in the social
sciences, k crosstabulatisn can be analyzed statistically by
tests of significance to determine whether or not the varia-
bles are statistically independent [Ref. 8: pp. 218-222]-
During the analysis process, crosstabulations were
deleted which proved to hive no statistical significance as
determined by chi-square tests. Chi-square is a comparison
of expected cell frequencies, when p.: relationship exists,
to actual values found. Small values of chi-square are
interpreted -co mean no relationship exists between the vari-
ables in question. The chi-square rests were used to
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determine if observed relationships between responses were
statistically significant. That is, thay occurred more often
than could be expected on a chance basis. A high signifi-
cance or probability (p) level for the calculated chi-square
indicates independence becween the variables. Thus, the
larger the chi-sguare significance probability, the less
statistically significant. :r dependent the relationship.
Correlation between variables with significance (p) levels
higher that .05 were not considerel in this stuiy. The focus
was on significance levels around .01 3: smaller in order to
narrow the amount of data analyzed; this level of signifi-
cance was considered sufficient because of the large sample
size [Ref. 8: p. 223-221].
However, the chi-sguare test alone does not reveal
how strongly the variables are related; other statistics are
necessary to adjust for sample size and table size and
measure the degree of association. Tlose used iaclude the
phi statistic for 2x2 tables and Craner's V for larger
tables. Both range from 0, when no relationship exists, to
+1 when the variables are highly or perfectly related. A
strength value of 0.3 or greater was used to select tables
of interest [Hef. 8: p. 224]. For tie interested reader who
might want to pursue comparisons of =Die variables
(responses) against others, it is pointed out that the
following crosst abulations were run and analyzed (Q refers
to guestion)
:
Q8A, Q3, Q6 by Q15
Q8A, Q14 by Q26
Q31A to Q31N by QS*
, Q3 , Q6
Q32A to Q32N by Q9 A , Q3 , Q7
Q8A, Q14 by Q28
Q10 by Q26 by Q3 A (Q8A=1) (enlisted)
Q10 by Q26 by Q3A (Q3A=2) (officer)




Q21 by Q19a, Q19B, Q20k , Q203
Q15, Q16 by Q22
Q15, Q16 by Q28
Q3, Ql by Q16
Q22, Q27, Q28 by 23A Q8A=1) (enlisted)
Q22, Q27 , Q28 by 23 A Q8A=2) (officer)
Q17 by Q18 by Q3 Q3=0> (mal = »
Q17 by Q 18 by Q3 (23 = 1) (female)
Q3 by Q1 5, Q16
The results of these crosstab ulations ace discussed
in the following chapter di "Analysis and Findings,"
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III. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The purpose of the analysis was twofold. First, the
characteristics of the service ccupla population were esti-
mated by studying the demographics of the survey
respondents. Second, the factors which significantly affect
the lifestyles, career intentions and retention of the
surveyed service couples were determined by analyzing their
guesticnnaire responses and written comments.
A. DEMOGRAPHICS OF RESPONDENTS
Frequency tables were constructed for all questions and
are provided in Appendix E for detailed examination. A
general discussion of the important characteristics of the
population follows.
The results of the crosstabulations were generally
insignificant statistically or, wher? some relationship
appeared to exist, it was so weak as to be virtually mean-
ingless. This means, essentially, that the responses showed
no patterns or relationships which differentiated among
races, sexes, paygrades, ate. In othrr words, any response
could be attributed to any member of the population.
In -he end, cniy a handful of cro sstabulations proved to
be boxh statistically significant (Chi-Square significance
of 0.10 or less) and to have a "stroig" relationship (0.3 or
greater) as measured by the Phi statistic or Cramer's V.
These and several "weaker" crosstabulat ions are discussed in
this chapter where appropriate.
Before entering into an analysis of the actual response
data, the characteristics of the target population, the
surveyed sample, and the respondents were studied to
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determine if the sample and the respondents were in fact
representative of the service couple target population.
In Table II , a comparison is made between the paygrades
of the target population and the paygrades of those who
TABLE II
Target Populatiaa and the Sailed Sample
Target Population Sample
pay- Difference
grade Freguency Percentage Fregueac/ Percentage in Percent
E1 280 2.15 25 2.03 .16
E2 792 6.12 93 7.21 1.09
E3 3,272 25.29 3 1 '4 25.14 .15
E4 3,920 30.33 373 29.85 .44
E5 3,438 26.58 333 26.42 .16
E6 1,059 8.19 133 8.25 .06
E7 154 1.19 13 1.04 .15
E8 16 .12 1 .08 .04
E9 6 .05 3 .03 .05
TdALS 12,937 100.0* 1,249 100.31
W1 .00 3 .33 .03
W2 5 .23 3 .00 .28
13 7 .39 3 .33 .39
W4 2 .11 1 .13 .02
01 184 10.31 82 10.92 .61
02 401 22.47 173 23.70 1.23
03 892 49.95 364 48.47 1.49
04 247 13.34 135 13.93 .14
05 44 2.47 21 2.33 .33
C6 3 .17 3 .00 .17
TOTALS 1,735 100.0% 751 100.05
received surveys. A test utilizing the Chi-sguare
Goodress-of-Fit Statistic * Ref. 7: p. 503] resulted in a
Chi-sguare of 3.18 with six degrees of freedom for the
enlisted and a Chi-sguare of 0.92 with four degrees of
freedom for the officer segment. This indicates that the
sample fcr both enlisted and officer segments were represen-




Target Population and Respondents
Target Population Respondents
Pay- * Differences
grade Frequency Percentage Frejuency Percentage in Percent
E1 280 2.15 1 .00 .00
E2 792 6.12 6 1.47 4.65
E3 3 f 272 25.29 73 17.85 7.44
E4 3,920 30.33 107 26.15 4.14
E5 3,438 26.58 143 34.96 8.33
E6 1 ,059 8. 19 51 14.92 6.73
E7 154 1.19 17 4.16 2.97
E8 16 .12 1 .24 .12
E9 6 .05 .00 .05
TOTALS 12.937 100. OS 409 100. 0%
W1 .00 .00 .00
W2 5 .23 3 .00 .23
W3 7 .39 3 .33 .39
W4 2 .11 3 .00 .11
01 184 10.31 35 8.5* 1.77
02 401 22. u7 63 15.37 7.10
03 982 49.96 217 52.92 2.96
04 247 13.8'4 79 19.27 5.43
05 44 2.47 15 3.65 1.19
06 3 .17 1 .24 .07
TOTALS 1,785 1 00- 0^ 413 100. oi
(Two respondents did not indicate thsir ranks.)
Table III is a comparison of the target and response
populations to determine if the respondents were represen-
tative of the target group. The sane Chi-square
Goodness-of-Fit Statistic test resulted in a Chi-square of
93.89 with six degrees of freeiom for the enlisted segment
and a Chi-square of 23.55 with four degrees of freedom for
the officers. This indicates that neither enlisted nor
officer segments of the response wers- representative of the
target population with regard to paygrades.
At this point, two items need to be brought out. During
the development of the abo/e data, it was discovered that
the W1 through W4 paygrades were aotiaiiy included in with
the enlisted paygrades during the random selection process.
Of the 14 warrant officers in the target population, one was
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drawn for the survey. The actual figires for the surveys
seat out are 1,249 enlisted and 751 officers.
The second item is the accuracy and completeness of the
listing of names of personnel narriei to other service
meabers. A review of the entire listing of names revealed
that of six service couplss known to the authors at the
Naval Postgraduate School, including the authors, only three
members, all of them wonan, were oq the listing. There were
also four people who returned their survey stating they had
never been married, one whose spouse was deceased, 44 who
were no longer married, and 44 whose spouse was no longer on
active duty. This all indicates a relatively incomplete and
inaccurate listing. Howevar, the majority cf the returned
surveys were from respondsnts whose spouse was also
currently serving. Those who w=re no longer married but
whose former spouse was on active duty, and those with
spouses who had previously served but were separated from
active duty, were all asksd to complete the survey as though
thay were still married or as though their spouse was still
en active duty. Of those who respoalei to the survey, 91.4%
of their spouses were also on active duty in the Navy.
Therefore, the majority of couples fall within the scope of
this research which was only intended to exam the policies
that affect the retention of Navy service couples. All 821
responses used in the analysis are therefore expected to
reflect the feelings and problems of the servics couple
community in the Navy.
3oth the respondents and spouses were predominantly
white (91%). This reflacts the fact that the majority cf
the Navy is also white. Although the various minorities had
a response rate to the survey in a saalier proportion than
their respective levels in the Navy population, there should
be no effect on the representativeness of this study as
explained above in the discussion on crosstabulat ions. All
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questions dealt with overaLl Navy policies which do not
differentiate among races. Nor did any of the minority
respondents mention anythiag in the area of racial discrimi-
nation in the written comments sections.
The officer/enlisted proportions were different than had
been expected. Officers made up 49.9% of the respondents
and 45.4% of the spouses. These proportions are not reflec-
tive of the population in general and are due to the fact
that officers were oversamoled because of their small
numbers (as explained in Chapter II under "Sample Size
Determination"), and that their respDise rate was higher
than expected.
A significant difference in numbers existed between the
sexes of the respondents. Two-thirds were women, which is
different from the expected proportion in the target group,
i.e., one-half. Possibly, the MFC files indicate more women
married to other service nembers than men because most women
change their names after they marry, which means pay records
and emergency data forms are more litely to be updated to
reflect their marital statjs and their husbands' military
status. Alternatively, perhaps many males did not receive
their surveys due to being deployed.
Most respondents (40. '4%) were in the 26 to 3D year old
category, followed by the 2 1 to 25 year old group at 31.2%,
and the 31 to 35 bracket with 17.9% The spouses oloseiy
followed the ages of the respondent with 35.6% in the 26 to
30 group, 29.8% in the 21 to 25 age group, and 19.4% between
31 to 35.
A majority (59.7%) of the respondents had oeen in the
service less than five years, while a total of 37.8% had
less than 10 years of aoti/e dity behind them. The spouses
en the other hand appeared to have bsen generally in longer,
with 47.6% in for less than 5 years, 73.4% less than 10 and
91.6% in for less than 15 years.
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Most service couples (37. 3%) in the sample have beer-
married less than 5 years. Almost all (89. 8%) were married
while both were en active iuty, whils- only 4.4J5 had been
married before entering the Navy.
Service couples are predominantly (6 1.3%) without chil-
dren, while an additional 2 9.6& ha3 Drily one child. Since
87.3% of the couples had bsen married for less than five
years and all service couples are trying to maintain two
careers, this is not an unrealistic finding.
Most respondents and spouses wer = in one of two catego-
ries with regard to their active duty intentions. The
largest group of respondents (4 3.8/5) was undecided, while
37.0% of the spouses were also undecided about making the
Navy a career. Retiring from the Na/y was selected by 32.5ft
of the respondents and 37.3% of the spouses. A small
percentage (13.17?) of the respondents, and 9.3£ of the
spouses had already decided to get oit with less than six
years of service. During the encoding phase of this project,
it was noted that althougi the question asked for intended
l2£ai service intentions, many people indicated the
remaining time tc 20 years, or the time they had left on
their current obligation. Some indicated a combination less
than the minimum allowable obligation. Needless to say,
some amount of error exists as the data had to be inter-
preted before it could be encoled.
Comparisons of active duty intentions of respondents and
spouses (questions 15 and 16 respectively) by sex (question
three) indicated a statistically significant tendency for a
larger percentage of males to remain in for 20 years than
females, and for more females to gat out with less than six
year of service. However, the Cramer's V Statistic indicated
that these relationships ware so weak (e.g., 0.143 for





Several of the survey questions *ere directed at deter-
mining what problems, if any, the service couples had with
personnel policies, procedures, and other aspects of Navy
life, e.g., detailing, transfers, separations, and incompa-
tible careers and personal desires. Comments were solicited
to provide amplifying information. \s stated before, the
complete frequency tables are provided in Appendix E.
1 • D etai ler Support
Question 17 asked whether either career had been
chosen as the dominant one by the couple to facilitate the
detailing process. About half (51.5%) of the respondents
indicated that either their career or their spouse's career
had, in fact, been decided upon. However, when asked if
their detailers accommodated their decision (question 18)
40.9% replied that they hafl not even idvised their detailers
of the matter. Less than half (40%) of the respondents said
that both detailers were cooperative when asked. Therefore,
it appears, that detailers do a fair job of assigning
personnel who make it easier for then by deciding on a domi-
nant career and notifying them of that fact.
However, some respondents conplained that their
detailers forced them to choose one oareer over the other or
told them to choose between their career and their marriage
or family, rather than attempt to iooate career- enhancing
billets at the same duty station for both cf them. In seme
cases the detailer (s) deciied which oareer came first,
generally the husband's. In one instance, the female's
detailer would not start working on ner orders until her
husband had his, although her ?RD was months sooner. The
detailer explained "You do want to live together." The
authors know of ser vicewome n who avoid informing their
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detailers of dependent children or pregnancy for fear of
prejudicing the detailer aad jeopardizing their careers.
Many respondents stated that they fait their detailers were
not only uncooperative, bat sarcastic and even spiteful.
A statistically significant, though not very strong,
relationship exists between question 17, selection of the
dominant career, and question 18, detailer support of that
decision, when sex is the controlled variable. For male
respondents: when the male's career Is chosen by the couple
as the dominant one, both ietailers ire seen as supporting
that decision slightly more often than when the female's is
chosen; when the wife's career is chosen as dominant the
male's detailer is seen as not supporting that decision more
often than when the male's career is decided upon. The trend
here is not strong; Cramer's V Statistic is 0.235.
For the female respondents, when the couple de'cides
the female's career is aore important, both detailers
support that decision less than when her spouse's career is
chosen by the couple; though weak, tais pattern is slightly
stronger with a Cramer's 7 Statistic of 0.221. In general,
it appears that detailers are a little more supportive cf
the service couple's decision when the husband's career is
chosen as dominant than when the wife's is chosen. (See
Appendix 2.
)
Some couples reported that they had had to locate
billets for themselves ani become personally cognizant of
Navy assignment policies, in order to ensure co-location in
meaningful billets, because their ietailers were unwilling
to make these efforts. Dn some occasions detailers are
reported to make blanket statements, to the effect that
there are no billets available for both spouses in the
desired location, up to a year in ad/ance without taking the
tine to check. Seme officer-enlisted oouples felt that their




Several respondents felt that detailers from diffe-
rent communities did not communicate or cooperate with each
other in co-locating billets. Dne respondent was told by her
detailer that he would se= what he could do for her after
her husband got his orders. Another was told she should have
married a surface type, nat a submariner. Some respondents
felt their communties took a back-seat to others in the
detailing process, e.g., the datallers would co-locate a
staff corps officer with a line officer, but not vice versa.
On the positive side, many couples stated that they hadn't
had any trouble with their detailers so far, especially when
they had the same detailer.
2 • Assignments
Question 27 asked * hat: was tie most important aspect
when confronted with a new assignment. A majority (74.5%)
chose co-location with spoase over a career-enhancing billet
or other factors. Further analysis under "Heter.tion Issues"
will reveal that co-location is reported to be of extreme
importance in decisions to remain in the service until
retirement.
According to the responses to question 21, 85* of
the service couples are stationed together, 5. 115 are not but
agreed to be separated (probably in order to receive favor-
able billets) , and 9
.
5% are separate! against thsir wills.
Questions 19 and 20 asked low the respondents and their
spouses felt about their assigned duty stations (location)
and billets. Overall, boti respondents and spouses were
predominantly satisfied with their assignments. In general
they were more satisfied with their locations than their
billets, and more dissatisfied with their billets than their


















Feelings About Location and Billet









(Columns do not add up to 100% due to lissing responses.)
This probably indicates that they were happy to be
stationed together but less pleased with the type of billet
they had to accept in order to be co-located. Their written
comments do, in fact, support this explanation. Many respon-
dents stated that they or their spouse had to take
undesirable or non-career enhancing billets in order to be
stationed near the other. They often wondered if any better
billets had been available or if tie detailer was just being
lazy or spiteful. One officer felt tiiat she was being
detailed to non-career enhancing bilLets because her
detailer expected her to give up on her career in favor of
her family; as a result, eventual!/ she would have no career
left and might as well get out.
When respondents aid spouses feelings about location
(guesticns 19 and 20) are compared with service couples
status as stationed together or apar:., with or without their
agreement (guestion 21), it appears to be statistically
significant that they become more iissatisfied as they are
stationed apart ana stationed apart without their agreement.
This is particularly true for the spsuses, as indicated by a
Cramer's V Statistic of 0.337, compared to a 0.238 for
respondents. (See Appendix E.)
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3 • Career Conflicts
To question 24 # over one-third (36. 1%) Df the
couples reported that they had experienced conflict between
their two careers and, Df those, 22% stated that as a result
both would leave the service before retirement, and 53% said
that one or the ether would get out (question 25) . As
brought out previously, most of the sonflict is due to not
being able to get desirable billets in the same location
with their spouse. In some cases, the respondents recognized
that there are no co-located billets for their particular
ratings/NEC's or designators/specialties. In other cases,
respondents with the same rating or designator were faced
with limited numbers of CD-located billets, for which they
had to compete with each other, e.g., Limited Duty Officers
(LDO) or Judge Advocate Corps (JAG) officer billets. In
many cases, a career enhancing billet for one spouse means
sea duty and if they have children it means the other must
forego sea duty, schools, di billets with extensive
Temporary Assigned Duty (I\D) requirements, which may have
been desirable.
The strongest relationship between any two variables
compared by crosstabulatici analysis was that between ques-
tion 24, existence of a conflict between careers, and
question 25, result of that conflict. There is an extremely
strong tendency, in cases «r here a coaflict is experienced,
for one cr both members of the coupl= to leave the service
(70. SS) as indicated by a :ramer's 7 Statistic of 0.839. A
small percentage (11.1%) put up with separations to pursue
their careers, but another 11.1 % said they will get




Separations due to PCS assigaments, deployments,
etc;., were overwhelmingly reported to contribute to personal
grief, financial burdens, narit al/f anilial problems and
disenchantment with the Navy. In response to question 26, as
to how long a couple woii!2 accept geographic separations
before one or both decided to leave ths service, 16.2%
stated that they would aot tolerate aay separation, and
another 68.2% said they woild accept a year or less. These
figures may not te completely accurate because in some cases
the couples were talking about the total amount of separa-
tion during their career (s> and in some cases they were
stating the length of separation the? would accept in addi-
tion to that which they had already suf f ered-sometimes up to
three years. Many couples who had baen married a year or
two reported that they had been separated most of their
married lives. Several of them were contemplating divorce or
in the process of obtaining one.
A comparison of question 25, maximum acceptable
length of geographic separation, by 23i, paygrade of respon-
dent, shows a slight but statistically significant tendency
for officers to accept separations more often than enlisted
ani to accept longer separations. This tendency is not very
strong according to the Cramer's V Statistic, 0.203. (See
Appendix E.
)
5- Additional Problem Areas
Most of the comments on personnel policies and
matters have been negative, but that is not unexpected. It
could be expected that the people most likely to return the
survey would be those who had complaints, and that those who
returned the survey althoagh they were net particularily
dissatisfied would not have much to say. In fact, in
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response to question 22, almost two-thirds (64.1%) of the
respondents stated that thsy had not personally encountered
difficulties with personnel policies. However, many of them
qualified this by comments such as "=0 far" or "not yet",
and went on to say that they foresaw or anticipated problems
in the future. A majority (57.1%) affirmed this by
responding to question 23 that they felt changes should be
.
made to personnel policies. Part of this concern was over
pay policies, judging frcn their written comments, which
will be covered later in this Chapter. The space provided in
question 23 to "please sxplain" invited a wide range of
comments, which will be related next in no particular order.
A common problem for service couples is planned
rotation dates (PHD) that do not coincide. This means they
may be separated for as lsng as a year when one rotates
before the other, and even then the second one to transfer
may not be able to get an assignment near the first. If one
spouse wants to transfer at other that his/her PSD in order
to join the other, he or she may have to make a no-cost
transfer. The Enlisted Iraisfer Manual, Chapter 3, states
policy and requirements concerning transfers at government
expense including that the member be "otherwise eligible for
reassignment under current distribution directives (i.e.,
near PRD) ." However, Enlisted Distribution 3ranch staff
(NMPC-40B3) is unaware of any such written policy or defini-
tion of "near PRD." In fact, it was axplained that the
various detailing sections handle individual requests for
early rotation " dif f ereatly , " Dti a "case by case" basis.
They dc have an "unwritten policy" to attempt not to sepa-
rate service couples for more that one year due to PCS
assignments. Obviously more clearly seated, written policy
is needed regarding no-cost transfers.
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The cost to the government is apparently the same,
however, whether the service couple transfers at the same
time or not. Joint Travel Regulations (JTR) state that they
may combine the prescribe! weight allowance of each when
transfering to a permansnt duty station where they will
maintain a joint residence [Ref. 9: p. 8-2-1]. It is
unclear whether or not the policy is to grant each their
full weight allowance if they transfer separately to or from
tha same location. One coaple reported that they were
liaited to one member's household goods weight allowance
whan transferring within 33NUS. Tha JTR states that a
service couple is limited to the weight allowance of the
senior member only for a transfer overseas [Ref. 9: p. 8-2].
A related problem reported by a respondent is the
different lengths of sea itity for wonen and men and the fact
that frequently women are assigned to overseas iuty as sea
duty. Actually, the Enlisted Transfer Manual, Chapter 3,
states that women are detailed based on 00TUS/Z3NUS rotation
whereas men face sea/shor= rotations. Sea duty and overseas
assignment count as OUTUS for women. This makes it diffi-
cult to syncronize rotatisis or co-i^cate assignments.
Sea duty itself is a complex and controversial
issue. Apparently existing regulations (2NLTRANSMAN ART.
3.195) are interpreted to mean that officer and enlisted
couples without children oannot be sent to sea iuty at the
same time without their consent. This says nothing about
service couples with children. Therefore, some respondents
reported, as soon as they had ohiidren their detailer (s)
said they were available cor sea duty concurrently. Some
respondents complained that they wars required to sign
custody cf their children over to a third party because they
were both assigned to sea duty. Of oourse, this is an absurd
predicament and surely not the intent of the Navy.
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The policy in question is apparently intended to
prevent the couple from losing both basic allowances for
quarters (BAQ) when assigned to sea iuty because without
dependents they would not be entitled. However, a more
reasonable, comprehensive, and clearly stated policy
regarding concurrent assignemnt to sea duty is obviously
needed. Many respondents felt they should not be subjected
to concurrent sea duty without, their oonsent as they have
children to care for and households to maintain. Many
couples wanted to be assigned to the same ships, if detailed
to sea duty at the same time, to redioe the amount of sepa-
ration. They were willing to be berthed separately.
Enlisted personnel assigned to the same command
complained that they were prohibited from working on the
same shift. For couples who can only afford one car, this
creates problems getting to and from work, not to mention
the amount of separation it causes, lany wondered why they
couldn't be assigned to the sane shoo as they didn * t - expect
to cause any more problems than couples who were dating or
living together and working in the same shop.
An enlisted couple in the sane squadron felt that
enlisted personnel were discriminated against because, while
on deployment to Japan, they «ere aot allowed to live with
their spouses while the officers wers allowed to have their
civilian wives stay with them in government quarters. One
respondent complained that while his ship was ia overhaul,
the crewmembers with civilian spouses received air fare to
visit their spouses; thoss with military spouses did not.
Many comments were related to government housing
policies. Some respondents reported that at their duty
station they were not allowed to move into government
housing until they were both en board, while meabers married
to civilians could move right in before the spouse/family
arrived. One respondent said he was evicted from housing
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when his spouse returned to CONUS and their child stayed
with him, because the chili was listed as her dependent. He
was not allowed to list tha child as his dependant before
being evicted. One female officer stated that she had been
denied a room at the BOD. because tha heads were shared by
men. She was also not allowed to share her husband 1 s BOQ
room while they awaited housing, so they had to move into a
motel. Another couple sharing a 303 room while awaiting
housing complained that thay had to forfeit two BAQ's for
one room. One officer complained that she was not allowed to
move into the BOQ while har spouse was deployed. An
officer-enlisted couple stated that they wer<=> not permitted
to live in officer or enlisted housiig. Furtheraore, their
commands would not allow them to attend each others' promo-
tion ceremonies in uniform.
Another command would not allow one member to go on
a no-cost house hunting trip prior to transfer because the
spouse had gone on one (without suocsss). According to one
respondent, regulations require one spouse to return to
CONUS if two enlisted personnel marr/ overseas. Dthers were
concerned that overseas ration cards were halved for each
member cf a service couple, as they fait they were each
entitled to a whcle one.
A respondent pointed out that currently only one
meaber is listed as the sponsor on a ohild's medical
reoords; therefore in the "sponsor's" absence, she incurred
problems in obtaining medical cars for the chili in an emer-
gency. According to the Bureau of fleiicine and Surgery,
Health Benefits Division (NM&S 313} , there is no written
BUM2D policy specifying tut either motive duty parent or
both should be listed as 2. child's sponsor. The Dractice in
the field seems to vary from listing whichever sponsor is
indicated on the child's military ID (if he/she is old
enough to have one), to listing whichever parents claims
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sponsorship, to routinely listing the father. The Health
Benefits Division suggests! that any problems could be
resolved by the sponsor giving indefinite power of attorney
to his/her spouse versus B3 MED providing any written
guidance for such a small and insignificant segment of the
Navy community. The Army does have written policy on the
subject of service couples in this area [Ref. 10: P. 4-1].
Some respondents rasented that members married to
civilians could get "homest eaded" in one location to accomo-
date the civilians career or the family's stability, but
service couples were not so accomodated due to "needs of the
Navy" although they too wnald like ta establish a stable
household.
One respondent wondered why there were no HRM (Human
Resouce Management) information/support programs for service
couples like those for civilian dependents, minorities, etc.
Another respondent suggested that many separations
could be avoided by moving the schools located in Newport,
Rhode Island (Department 3ead, PCO/PXD, etc.) to the large
Navy population centers like Norfolk and San Disgo.
Many of the comments received were confasing,
contradictory and surprising. A lot of the problems and
worry experienced by service couples are caused by unclear
policies, lack of stated policies and scattered regulations.
Disburing clerks and personnelmen at the local level are
unaware of the special status, problems and policies
pertaining to service membsrs married to other members, and





Some survey questions were directed specifically towards
perceived problems with pay policies. Dver one-half of the.
respondents (58.7%) replied that they felt pay policies
discriminated against thai due to their status as a service
couple (question 28). Consequently, 54.6% of them responded
to question 29 that changes in pay policies were needed.
Most of their written comnents were /ery specific and
pertained to BAQ (Basic Allowance foe Quarters). It was
noted that, in general, the respondents apparently regard
BAQ as a basic entitlement which they earn for their service
to the Navy much like basic pay, and net as a compensation
which is only provided to make up for lack of government
quarzers. The same complaiits appeared over and ever aqain
in the respondents' comments. \ representative sample is
provided here.
1 . Bas ic Allowance for Qui rters
Many respondents strongly resented the forfeiture of
BAQ on sea duty if married to another service member, while
members married to civilians retained their BAQ, at the
with-dependents rate, no less. The member of a service
couple on shore duty with no "dependents" only draws single
BAQ [Ref. 5: pp. 3-17 and 3-32]. »hy f they ask, should a
member with a civilian spouse be entitled to more BAQ than a
service couple? Both coaples only require a one bedroom
household ashore. Furthermore, the civilian spouse doesn't
contribute anything to the Navy in return for the extra
(with dependents rate) BAQ, but both members cf a service
couple serve the Navy. In fact, civiLian spouses are
regarded as an extra burden on the Navy, in the way of
medical care, housing, cemmisary and exchange privileges,
increased BAQ rates, etc., But quite often the civilian
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"dependent" earns more salary t han his or her spouse. How,
then, is BAQ at the "with dependents™ rate justified for
someone who is net actually dependent? Obviously the term
"dependent" is inappropriate, inconsistently applied and in
need of reevalua tion.
Many respondents felt that they, and single
personnel as well, should both continue to draw BAQ while on
sea duty as they were just as likely as members with civi-
lian spouses to want to maintain a household ashore, and
rent and mortgage payments don't stop when one is on sea
duty. The loss of BAQ therefore causes them a severe finan-
cial hardship and makes budgeting for housing difficult. In
fast, the policy of reguiring military personnel to occupy
guarters where guarters are available, vice paying a housing
allowance to anyone who prefers it, denies military
personnel of the opportunity to invest in housing, build up
equity, and assure themselves of a home when they separate
from the service [Ref. 11: p. 569], and [Ref. 5: p. 3-16].
As an alternative, many felt that a service couple should at
least be entitled to 3A2 *ith dependants like the other
couples, while one is on sea duty. Some resented being
reduced to single status for BAQ purposes, whils having to
file income tax returns as married.
There appear to be many strange twists in the appli-
cation of policy on BAQ. According to some respondents, the
service couple can retain both BAQ's while one is on sea
duty if that one claims aiy children they have as depen-
dents. The spouse on sea duty then draws BAQ
"with-dependents ." Howsv=r, if the shore based spouse
claims the dependent, and iraws BA2 at the with- dependents
rate, the one on sea duty forefeits . It seems they must
transfer the claim of dependents back, and forth with each
new assignment in order to maintain their financial status.
It appears that this is permissable according to the DODPM,
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but apparently most personnel are unaware of this [Ref. 5:
p. 3-32 and 3-32.2].
It was also perceived as unfair that single CPO's
and single officers shotili be paid BAD. and COMRATS/BAS while
in homeport, while married enlisted ware not. The latter
understandably prefer to raside ashore with their spouses
rather than aboard ship.
The status of children of a previous marriage in
regard to 3AQ at the wit h-d ependent rate is another
confusing issue. Many raspondents explained that they were
not permitted to both draw BAQ "with dependents" if they had
children from their own marriage and one was paying child
support for children of a previous narriage [Ref. 5: p.
3-19]. They feel that both should racaive the increased BAQ
as the children were not ail being supported under tha same
roof. However, other respondents, and the authors as well,
know that in many cases such B\Q paynant is in fact
permitted. Other variations of this situation are possible:
both spouses could be supporting children from previous
marriages who may or may not rasiia with them. Dnce again
the definition of "dependant" and policy in this area are
unclear and appear unreasonabla to lost personnel.
2. Family S epa ration Allowanca
Family Separation Allowance (F5A) is another source
of dissatisfaction to service couplas because thay are
currently not entitled to it [Ref. 5: p. 3-18 - 3-39]. They
stated that separations due to deployments were just as much
of an emotional ana financial hardship on -•-hem as it is on
menbers with civilian spouses. Furtharmore, many respondents
felt they deserved FSA whan separate! by PCS assignments as
well, which is certainly a greater hardship. It appears
that service couples with recognized "dependents" (children)
may be authorized FSA under tha D0DP3 policy, but this is
not clear and probably lass well known or appliad.
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3. Oth§£ &£2ki.§.! Areas
One respondent sail that one spouse should be
allowed to live in housing when tha couple was not
co-located, presumably in order to naintain a household with
their possessions, vice being required to live in the
barracks or BOQ. Another celt the option of giving up quar-
ters in favor of receiving BAQ should be made easier. Many
couples complained that assignment t:> housing did not
justify forfeiture of two BAQ's, especially when members
married to civilians were only giving up one BAQ for the
sane quarters. Many complained that the quarters were not
worth the BAQ.
Many service couples resent the accusations that
they are receiving "windfalls" in the form of double BAQ for
one household. They point out that not only are they both
serving the Navy, standing watches, going to sea, etc., they
freguently need two cars to get to their respective jobs,
they must often pay for childcare beoause duty requirements
ani deployments keep them both away from home simultane-
ously, and when they aren't co-located they may be
maintaining two households and have higher telephone bills
and transportation expenses.
Obviously there exists a lot of misunderstanding and
a lack of information on pay policies as they pertain to
service couples. This is true for the personnel responsible
for administering pay as well as foe the recipients.
Coi sequently, policies ani procedures are often applied
inconsistently and erron as i sly throughout the Navy. The
ultimate result is a detrimental morale problem among
service couples, in addition zo financial hardships.
In conclusion, most of the respondents were confused
and unhappy about the complexities aai perceive! injustices
of the pay system; therefore, they siggested that the
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intricacies of "with dependent" rates should be dispensed
with and all allowances, like basis pay, should be based on
military status/rank/servio es rendered and not :n marital or
dependent status. In short, married service members should
be entitled to BAQ, regardless of thair spoused military or
civilian status.
D. RETENTION ISSUES
1- Miioj: Reasons for Leaving the Service
Questions 31 and 32 were designed to determine the
greatest influences on service couplas* decisions to leave
the service priqr to retirement. Dh= respondents were
instructed to rank their top three reasons and those of
their spouse. However, many respondents had marked reasons
without indicating any priority, whioh necessitated the
creation of a fourth category of response, "marked but not
ranked," which did not really contribute to an analysis of
priorities.
Therefore, all tha rankings (and unranked marks) for
each reason were combined to produce the total number of
marks for each reason. Thase were then compared to determine
the relative importance of each issua. Table V shows the
number of marks (frequenci a s) each giestion received from
respondents, spouses, and both combined. The adjusted
percentages indicate the proportion of persons Barking each
question out of the total *ho aarkad anything, tfote that two
respondents did not answer question 31 at all, nor aid they
(or their spouse) answer giestion 32 in 35 cases. Bear in
mind that, as each person rfas asked to mark -hree responses





Reason for Leaving Military Service
Res pondents Spouses Combined
Question 31/32 Reason Fr eq Adj % Freq Adj % Freq Adj %
Raising a family 267 32.5 186 23.7 453 28.2
Pay policies 1 43 17.5 126 16.0 269 16.8
Better civilian job 261 31.9 289 36.3 550 34.3
Personal preference 1 22 14.9 177 22.5 299 18.6
Location of assignments 74 9.3 86 10.9 160 10.0
Separation from family 364 44.4 352 44.8 716 44.6





Unable to locate with
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Unable -c co- locate with
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Ret ired 19 2.3 32 4.1 51 3.2









Analysis of Table 7 reveals the following. The
reason for getting out of the servics that was chosen most
often by the respondents is "unable to get assigned to the
same location as spouse." It was mar<ed by 52.5% of those
who answered the question. The seconl most oftsn selected
reason is "separation from family." There is essentially a
tie for third most impor~iit reason between "raising a
family" and "better civilian job"; th= adjusted percentages
for these responses differ by only 0.7%. The next most, often
chDsen reason is then "unable to get assigned to desirable
billet in the same location as spous=."
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The spouses 1 most often indicated reason for getting
out is essentially tied between "unable to get assigned to
the same location as spouse," seleotad by 46.7ft, and "sepa-
ration from family" (44. Q%\ ; the adjusted percentage
difference is only 1-9%. The spouses' second most important
reason is "better civilian job." Again the third most often
selected reason is tied bat ween "unable to get assigned to
desirable billet in same location as spouse" and " raising a
family," the difference being only .5%. These five issues
cover exactly the top five reasons indicated by respondents.
The frequencies of the respoidents and the spouses
were added and the adjusted percentages recomputed based on
the combined total to datarmine the overall priorities of
163 5 service members. The factors having the most influence
over their decision to get out of tha service before retire-
ment are listed in order.
1. Unable to get assigi=d to the sane location as
spouse.
2. Separation from family.
3. Better civilian job.
4. Raising a family.
5. Unable to get assigned to a desirable billet in the
same location as spouse.
(Responses four and five differed oy only 2.9%.)
It is worth noting that, for the service couple
segment of the Navy community, the major factors influencing
their career decisions are related to spouse/family togeth-
erness versus any other aspects of military life. It is not
known what the respondents consider to be a "better civilian
job", but tae probability that it wouldn't keep them sepa-
rated could reasonably be an attractive consideration, as
well as the fact that civilian jobs I o not generally treat
or pay employees differently according to what cheir spouses
do for a livina.
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As discussed previously in this chapter under
"Demographics", a large pes portion of respondents (43.8%)
and their spouses (37.055) are undecided about whether or not
to make the service a career. A small percentage (22.7%) of
the respondents and 17.7% of their spouses have decided not
to stay in for 20 years. (It is noted that some of those
getting out after 19 years are eligible for retirement.)
The five areas of concern which were pinpointed above can
reasonably be assumed to be the major causes of their inde-
cision or decision to get out, and therefore deserve
attention by policy makers and others concerned with
improving retention.
Career conflicts were also a source of dissatisfac-
tion for a large proportion (35.1%) of service couples, as
discussed under "Personnel Policies". This is reflected here
in the findings that two of the major concerns of service
couples are "unable to get assigned to the same location as
spouse" and "unable to get assigned to a desirable billet in
the same location as spouse." These concerns shDuld also be
of interest to those responsible for retention and assign-
ment policies.
A comparison of sexes on selection of raising a
family as a reascn for leaving military service (question 31
ani 32) revealed a statiscicaily sigaificant relationship.
Females were mere likely to mark "raising a family" as an
important influence on their career decision than were
males, especially among the spouses as indicated by a
Cramer's V Statistic of 0.346 but not as much imong respon-
dents, 0.216. (See Appendix E. ) It should be noted that in
many cases the respondents marked responses on behalf of
their spouses, and therefDre statistios regarding spouse's
feelings may be inaccurate.
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2 . Additio nal Reasons
The written explanations provided for selecting
"other" usually cited job dissatisfaction and pursuing
education/using G.I. Bill benefits.
The fact that "passed over/cannot advance" was
marked by only 14.4% of th.3 couples indicates that many of
them would stay in even if their advancement oppcrtunites
were not. good, but wouli gat out because of other problems,
e.g., family separations, a ven though they had viable
careers and good advancement possibilities.
It is worth noting that the least often indicated
reason for leaving the service prior tc retirement is "pres-
sure from family to get out." It seems reasonable to
conclude that service couples are highly dedicated to the
Navy and supportive of each other's lesire to pursue a mili-
tary career. However, the hardships de dissatisfaction
caused by military policies (or lack thereof) may drive them
out of the military service.
E. CHILDCARE
Although only 38.7% of the respondents have children,
58.5% of those replied to guestion 3D that child care caused
them problems, either because it was not available, or it
was available but unsatisfactory. Tiis number should be
higher. Many of those who narked "childcare not required"
did have children and indicated in their written comments
that because available government childcare was unsatisfac-
tory, they had made private arrangements, including having
relatives move in with them.
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1 • H§J9.£ Co mpiaints
Two areas of complaints were cited repeatedly. In
many cases, child care facilities ars available but their
hoars of business do not coincide with the work schedules of
military personnel. Servioa members often work unusually
loag days, being required at work before the child care
facilities open, and getting off duty long after the facili-
ties are closed. Quite often the child care facilities
available are not open nights or wsscends, while military
members frequently work daring these times due to shifts,
watches and duty days. Maiy child care facilities do not
accept unscheduled "drop-ins," but military members who are
subject to recall at any time need this service.
The second most often cited problem is the fact that
most child care facilities do not accept infants under six
months of age; in the Navy, maternity (convalescent) leave
is usually only authorize! up to 33 lays [ Ref . 12: pp.
30-7 - 30-8 and pp. 38-1 - 38-3]. Therefore, the mother who
must return to work has to utilize a private baby sitter or
other more expensive civilian chill oare facilities for
infants, which she can ill afford. lie problem is more
severe for service couples of which one member is on sea
duty because they are forfeiting one 3AQ, one spouse in not
available to assist with caring for the children, and extra
expense is incurred.
2- Additional Problem Areas
Additional complaints were: facilities are under-
staffed, children are frequently unsupervised, babies are
ignored until their crying becomes acute, and guided activi-
ties or instruction are not provided (children watch TV all
day). Facilities are inadsguate and sven unsafe; in one
case, they had been condemned by the fire department and
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parents had to sign a waiver releasing the facility from
responsibility. Special child care is needed for children
who have temperatures or other minor illness as their
parents usually cannot get time off from work to stay home
with them.
On some tases, the child cars facility is available
to civil servants and other civilian employees, but many
military members are placed on a waiting list for child
care. It seems that children of service couples and single
parents should have priority for child care facilities,
followed by children of other military couples, and lastly
by children of civilians (if such accomodation is justifi-
able at all in a facility intended to serve the military).
Many of the respondents noted that while the Navy
only grants about 4 weeks for maternity leave, the Army
authorizes 6 weeks. Surely Navy mothers need as such time to
recuperate and adjust their lifestyles as Army Bothers do.
As a result of the significant problems caused by
the inadequacy or inavailao ility of child care, many service
couples stated that one menber would have to leave the
service in order for the family to cope. Some suggested
-hat perhaps a member couLd be granted a temporary leave of
absence in order to make family adjustments and arrange-




IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the preceding analysis of the responses to the





The statistics anl respondents' written comments
presented in the analysis in Chapter III provide ample
evidence that service couples do experience problems with
personnel policies peculiar to them which cause them to have
career conflicts, get divorced and, in a significant number
of cases, to leave the service. Major difficulties encoun-
tered are: getting co-located, getting assigned to desirable
billets and co-located, separations, maintaining a household
and raising a family.
2. Pav Policies
Perceived ineguities in the a Iministration of BAQ,
FSA , etc., were reported to be the source of a great deal of
concern, confusion and dissatisfaction among service
couples. Over one-half of the respondents felt pay policies
were in need of revision. However, -heir dissatisfaction
with this issue is not as great a ooi tributor to their deci-
sion to leave the servioe, as oompar=i with dissatisfaction
over separate assignments and temporary separations.
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3 . Chiidca re
An additional finding is the significant effect of
childcare problems on career decisions of service couples.
Not only are the respondents dissatisfied with facilities,
staffing, activities, services (hours of operation), and
policies (minimum age reguirementsl , many reported that the
inavailability and/or inadeguacy of childcare was a factor
in their decisions to leave the service. They are not able
to reconcile the demands of a military career with the
demands of a family without childcare support.
** • Policies in General
It is also concluded that much of the 3issatis fac-
tion and problems experienced by service couples stem from
policies which are inadeguate, inconsistent, unclear, misin-
terpreted, and not well known. The areas and issues brought
out by the respondents are summarize! here.
a. Policy regarding concurrent assignment to sea
duty of service couples, both with and without children, is
not fully and clearly stated.
b. Policy is needed stating the Navy's intent to
co-locate service couples in career-= nhancing billets for
both whenever possible, including the degree of priority
attributed to this effort, and the amount of cooperation
expected be-ween detailers and their constituents and
between detailers of different communities.
c. Policy regarding tour lengths for men and women
and PRD adjustments should be reviewed and revised to make
tour lengths more compatible and rotations easier to
syncronize.
d. 3AQ entitlement policy is not clearly stated or
consistently applied to service ccuplss in relation to sea
duty, assignment -o guarter s/housing, and dependents, and is
regarded as discriminating unfairly against service couples.
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e. Policy regarding authorization of FSA (type I
and II) also appears to discriminate unfairly against
service members married to other members when they are in
the same circumstances, e.g., PCS overseas assignment or
sea duty, as members married to civilians.
f. Policy is needed permitting both service member
parents to be listed as sponsors for their children on the
children's medical records, to ensure timely medical atten-
tion can be obtained in the absence of either of the
parents.
g. Policy regarding service couples 1 household
goods weight allowances is not clearly stared for all situa-
tions, e.g., when the members transfer at different times
ani/or tc separate locatisas.
h. Guidance is needed at the local command level to
standardize policy regarding: assignment of service couples
-co same shifts, shops, crews; granting of no-cost TAD house
hunting trips; provision of transport ation to crews in over-
haul to visit spouses, etc.
i. Housing policy guidance is also r.eeied at the
local level to standardize the housing assignment tc
officer-enlisted couples, waiting periods for housing when
one member of the service couple is onboard, etc.
5 . Lack of Information
Much of the confusion and frustration experienced by
service couples is caused by a lack of information or under-
standing on their part. Many problems could be better
accepted, resolved or avoided altogether if service couples,
and members contemplating marriage to other members, were
better informed en policies and aware of the special
circumstances they face. For example, many couples are
unhappy with their duty assignments because they think they
could have had better billets or been co-located if their
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detailers would only make the effort. However, in many cases
the service couple*s specialtias are not compatible to
co-location or openings do not exist in the required
timeframe.
Many service members do not mderstand the purpose
of BAQ and therefore do not accept the application of policy
on entitlement. Many are lot aware that favorable provisions
do exist in current policies because they are unfamiliar
with the policies or tha policies ara difficult to
int erpret.
It seems that muci of the dissatisfaction of service
couples could be alleviated if they ware provided with such
information as which specialties can ba co-located and what
the likelihood is, what special provisions in pay policies
pertain to them, and what their rights and obligations are
as military members with military spouses.
6 • Costs to the Navy,
As the number of sarvice couples continues to grow,
the Department of the Navy has an opportunity to improve
retention of these members through carefully thought out
policy. As pointed out earlier, service couples indicated a
high degree of support of each others careers and desire to
reiain in the service if oartain harlships can ba allevi-
atad. Their increased ratantion will reduce personnel
shortages, loss of skills and axperiance, and ultimately
replacement costs, i.e., hie cost of recruiting, training
and sustaining new personnel to repiaoe those who iaave the
service. The costs to tha Navy causal by loss of qualified,
experienced personnel should be weighai against the costs




What are the costs which result from personnel
losses? First of all, obviously, there are the unfilled
billets and the billets filled with mderqualif ied
personnel. This results ii a reduction in operational readi-
ness, a serious consequence. The necessity to replace
personnel who leave leads to replacement costs which ulti-
mately exceed the cost of retaining those personnel. This is
because the new personnel require additional recruiting and
training costs. The average cost of recruiting one person is
$1,671 according to the offices of Commander Navy Recruiting
Command (CNRC) ; the average cos*: to train an enlisted member
in the Avionics Technican (AT) rating ("boot caip". Aviation
Fundamentals, Basic Electricity and Electronics, and "A"
school) is $22,688; the average cost of training an officer
(Officer Candidate School and Surfacs warfare Officer
School) is $20,789, or, for a pilot, $159, 79U (Aviation
Officer Candidate School and helicopter pipeline flight
training). Even after the new member is recruited, trained,
qualified and ready to fill the vacant billet, it is years
too late. The Navy will never achisv= or maintain the
desired and necessary levsl of expertise and readiness if it
is continually losing experienced middle managers and
replacing them with raw recruits or fresh "A" school
graduates.
In addition to the personnel and dollar costs of
policies which fail to enhance retention, there is the
morale cost to be considered, aany of those who remain are
also likely to be unhappy with the policies which contri-
buted to the separation of their shipmates, to be
dissatisfied with the military service and consequently less
productive than they could be. They are also likely to
resent the extra requirements laid on them, e.g., extended/
frequent deployments, freqjent watches, long shift hours, to
compensate for the shorta}3 of personnel.
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On the other hand, what are the costs of improving
retention? We explore hers the possibla costs Df improving
the factors found to contribute to service couples* deci-
sions to leave the service.
Co-location, and co-location in desirable billets,
is a major issue with service couples. What extra cost would
be incurred if detailers ware to spsal more time and effort
in attempting to locate car eer- enhancing billets for their
constituents in the same Location as their spouse? What
extra cost would be incurred if detailers from different
communities would communicate and wack together to co-locate
constituents with different specialties? The information on
available billets in various locations is already available.
The cost of studing it mora thoroughly should be nil.
Another major factor in service couple retention is
availability of childcare. The major problems are operating
hours which do net accommodate the working hours of military
members, and restrictions on the acceptance of infants
(under 6 months old). As the members who need the childcare
services are paying custoners, increased operating hours
(nights and weekends) and staff woull be paid for by those
generating the increased re guirements. Some revision in the
policy and purpose of childcare facilites could even elimi-
nate the need for additional staff; for instance, childcare
services could be limited to military personnel vice civi-
lian employees.
A retention issue that wouLd be expected to generate
dollar costs to the Navy is the policy on payment of FSA and
3A2 to members married to other membsrs. Additional cos i s
would result from authorizing FSA for service couple members
on PCS overseas duty or s=a duty, but the total amount which
might be paid during an average enlisted members' career
doss not exceed the extensive cost of recruiting and
training a replacement for him. For sxample, assuming the
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average enlisted person is assigned Dverseas, unaccompanied,
for a two year tour ones luring his career, he would draw an
average FSA Type I of $3,344 per year, or $6,688 total for
the tour. Also assuming that during his 20 years he makes
five deployments of eight aonths each, he would draw a total
FSA Type II of $1,280 at $32 par month. In the :ase of the
average AT, this $7,968 total compares favorably with the
$24,359 cost to replace him. The saae cost savings applies
to the payment of the same BAQ rates (with dependents) to
meabers married to members as to members married to civi-
lians when on sea duty, or the authorization of with
dependents rates to both members of i service couple who are
supporting children from marriages prior to their current
one. The extra amount of BAQ at the with dependents rate
averages only about $90.21 per month. This would amount to
roughly $17,220 additional BAQ over 16 years (as permitted
under current policy) in a 20 year career.
The retertion of service couples generates savings
in other areas. PCS moves are an example. A service member
typically is re-located regularly about every two or three
years. Normally when there are two billets in an area which
must be filled, two service meabers and both cf their fami-
lies and households are moved to fill them. However, if a
service couple can fill the two billets, only one family and
one household need to be ao ved. Aithcugh both members may be
entitled to their full individual weight allowances, it is
not likely that their household goods would weigh more than
those of a member married to a civilian. Therefore, the
Navy can save the cost of one PCS move, on the average
$5,639 for officers and 32,762 for enlisted according to the
current data base at OP 13, in relocating a service couple
vice a service member-civilian family.
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Another "savings" to the government inherent in
service couples is more difficult to estimate. Both members
of a service couple serve the Navy ia return for the pay,
allowances and benefits which they receive. A civilian
spouse, on the other hand, does not contribute materially to
the Navy*s missicn in return for with dependents BAQ rates,
medical benefits, exchange and commissary privileges, mili-
tary family housing, etc. In effect, it costs the Navy more
to support civilian "dependents."
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
As retention rates have such serious implications for
military readiness and national defense, the factors
affecting retention demand careful consideration and action.
the purpose of this study was to single out areas which
could be affected in order to improve the retention of one
segment cf the Navy community: service couples. Based or the
preceeding analysis and conclusions, the following recommen-
dations are offered.
1 • Personne 1 ? olicies
a. Policies affecting servics couples, as well as
all other military members, should b= reveiwed and revised
on a regular basis to ensure that they are: comprehensive,
consistent, clearly stated and easily interpreted, all situ-
ations possible should be considered and covered in writing.
Wording should be examined and field tested to ensure stand-
ardized interpretation and application of policy. Policy
applicable in various circumstances should be compared to
ensure consistency and fairness in application.
b. Personnel responsiole for interpreting and
administering policies should be equally familiar with the
special provisions and location of policies pertaining to
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service couples. Surveys should be conducted at the local
level to ensure standardization and consistency of policy
interpretation and application.
c. Service members married to or contemplating
marriage to other service members should be provided infor-
mation and guidance relative to their special circumstances,
possible problems, entitlements, policies affecting them
differently than other members, etc. This could be done via
HRMC/D (Human Resouce Management Centers/Detachments) brief-
ings or handouts provided by personnel and disbursing
offices. Articles should also appear on a regular basis in
military publications suci as Perspective and Link.
d. "Hot lines" could be established for the use of
all service members to answer questions and explain
personnel policies (e.g., detailing) and pay policies (e.g.,
3A2) when efforts to obtain satisfactory explanations or
treatment at the local Level are uns iccessful. The "hot
line" offices should have 10 authority over local commands,
but should only serve to refer concerned members to appro-
priate regulations or offices for assistance. The personnel
manning the "hot line" should maintain a log on the nature
of the questions and the command concerned. The log then
could be reviewed to determine problem areas and/or commands
which require guidance.
e. Policy regarding the detailing of service
couples should be clearly and comprehensively stated and
include the following:
1. Concurrent assignment to sea duty should not
be permitted without the consent of both members of the
service couple (regardless of whether or not they have chil-




2. Efforts should be nais to co-locate service
coaples in career-enhancing billets in order to meet both
the professional and personal needs of these service
members. Detailer department head rsview shoull be required
in all cases where a service couple can not be co-located
within 50 miles of each other.
3. Detailers should be required to cooperate
with each other and constituents as much as possible, and to
present a professional attitude toward the couples' requests
for co-location.
4. Members whose specialties are not compatible
for co-lccation should be encouraged to change their
specialties in accordance with the nseds of the Navy to
improve career compatibility.
5. FRD's should be adjusted as much as possible
within Navy requirements to reduce separations flue to PCS
assignments.
Policies
The military pay system, in reality is not a
"system" at all but a collection of regulations and measures
designed to resolve separate problems as they arose.
Seemingly little thought or study ias been given to the
interrelations, ramifications or contradictions posed by
those measures as they fit into the overall system.
a. The following recommendations attempt to allev-
iate some of the inconsistencies in the pay system regarding
BAQ.
1. the concept of BAQ should be revised. BAQ
should be paid to all service members as an allowance with
which to secure housing and should bs regarded as an enti-
tlement based solely on paygraie. Taa " with-dependents"
rate should be dispensed with along *ith the concept that
BAQ is only paid as a compensation when housing is not
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provided. This revised concept is mora in line with civilian
pay practices.
Under this concept, BAQ would not be forfeited
by servicemember s on sea Ijty regardless of dependent status
or utilization of housing. However, i fair market rental
value should be charged for housing *hen utilized, either by
service members or their civilian spouses (in their
absence). For example, a nember on sea duty married to a
civilian who occupies housing would continue to draw BAQ,
but would pay rent for the housing. A member of a service
couple or. sea duty would also continue to draw BAQ as would
the member- spouse even if he/she occupied housing; that
couple would also be charged only the fair market rental
value for the housing, even when the nember en sea duty
returns to shore duty. In short, the amount assessed for
housing should be based on the worth of the housing and not
on the military/civilian status of the occupants.
The money save! by not paying "with dependents,"
rates should be used to increase the basic BAQ for everyone
and to provide BAQ to enlisted personnel in paygrade 5-4
with over two years of service, vioe four years.
2. Should the recommendation to revise the
concept of BAQ as explained above be rejected, the following
alternative actions are recommended.
Regarding sea duty, service couples should be
entitled to the same total amount of BAQ between the twe of
them as a military member #ith a civilian spouse, when
either or both members of the service couple is (are) on sea
duty. That is, both couples should receive one BAQ with
dependent (s) . This is because either couple is likely tc be




Regarding dependent children of different
marriages, when service couples are supporting children from
mors than one marriage in the same household, all of the
children should be claimed by one parent; thus the couple
would receive one single BAQ and Dae BAQ with dependents
(provided they do not occupy government housing) . When one
member is providing child support to children Df a previous
marriage who reside with the ex-spouse, that member should
draw BAQ with dependents and his current spouse should also
draw BAQ with dependents di behalf of the children who
reside with them (unless they resile in government quar-
ters) . This is necessary oecause the service couple is
responsible for providing housing in two separate locations.
Members married to civilians, who reside in
government housing, should also receive BAQ with dependents
for any children from a previous marriage for whom they
provide child support but with whoa they do not reside.
To be completely fair, tiese members deserve to
receive two BAQ's at the "with dependants" rate if they do
not reside in housing aid support children from a previous
marriage in another household as well as children who reside
in their own household. However, it is not reco intended that
two BAQ's be paid to one service memoer.
3. The foregoing recommendations are offered to
rectify the inequities revealed in tiis study. It is recog-
nized that they do not cover all possible situations or
discrepancies. A thorough and extensive analysis of pay
policies is required but is beyond tie scope of this study.
Such an analysis is recommended for further in-depth
research.
b. FSA-Type I shoild be authorized for service
members separated from their spouses who are also service
members when they are separated due to PCS assignments
"outside the U.S. or in Alaska." This requires a change in
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the wording of the regulation so that "dependent (s)
"
includes active duty spouses in D0DP1, article 30302 and
30303.
FSA-Type II shoull be authorized for service members
separated from their spousas who are also service members
whan separated "due to PC3, duty aboard a ship dt TDY."
Change the wording so that "dependant (s) " includes active
duty spouses in DODPM article 30304.
3 . Chi 1 dear
e
a. Military childoare facilites should offer
services 24 hours a day, every day of the week. This
includes "drop-in" service for short notice military
requirements.
b. Childcare facilities shouLi accept infants at the
age at which the mother is required to return to work after
maternity leave expires (currently four weeks).
c. Military members, particularly service couples,
should be given priority for childcare services over civil
servants and civilan employees. When military members/
service couples require childcare, civilians currently
accommodated should be "biaped" and placed on a waiting
list.
c. Childcare facilities/services should be enhanced
to include as many military bases as possible, nore and
better trained staff, safer and more comfortable facilities
and guided activities for the children.
e. Navy maternity leave shouLd be extended *o six
weeks, comparable to Army maternity Laave policy, to ensure
adaquate recuperation and adjustment time for mothers before
returning tc full military duties ;8ef. 10: p. 3-3].
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As the number of service couples grows and they
conprise a larger segment of the Navy population, factors
influencing their retentiDi become iicreaseingly important.
This study has highlighted issues reported by service
couples to affect their lifestyles aid career decisions.
These should prove useful to makers of policy in focusing




COVER LEITEB AND SJRVEY
Dear Servicemember:
You have been randomly selects! to participate in the
attached survey from an estimated 1'4,722 Navy personnel who
are married to other active duty members. This survey will
form the basis far a Naval Postgraduate School thesis on the
Effects of Personnel Policies on the Retention af Service
Couples. It is sponsored by the Navy Family Support Program
(NUPC-66). The results of the survey response actalysis will
be provided to the appropriate offices and policy makers in
the Departement of the Navy.
To date, little to no research his been conducted in
this area; therefore your completed survey will make a
significant contribution to the data base on service members
married to other members. M ore importantly, your combined
inputs could possibly chaige the policies which affect you
directly.
Timely return of the sirvey is important to meet the
scheduled completion date f cr this research project. Please
return the completed survey in the eiclosed envelope by 7
October 1982. Your answers will remain confidential as we do
not ask for any identifying information.







REPORT CONTROL SYMBOL: OPNA V-7D4 1 - 1 (OT)
SERVICE COUPLES SURVEY
1. Has your spouse ever served on active duty?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
No. STOP AND RETURN SURVEY
Never married. STOP AND RETURN SURVEY
Nc longer married bat my previous spouse served/is
serving on active duty. Answer the remainder of the
survey as though you were still married.
Yes, my spouse previously served on active duty.
ANSWER THE REMAINDER OF THE SJRVEY AS THOUGH YOUR
SPOUSE WERE STILL 3N ACHVS DUTY.
Yes, my spouse is currently on active duty.






3. What is your sex?
Male
Female
U. What is your age?
5. What is the current ags of your spouse?
1%

6. What do you consider to be your nain racial or ethnic






7. What does your spouse consider his/her main racial or






8. Wha~ is your present pay grade?
(Eg. E5, 01 , W3 , etc.)
If an officer, what is your designator?
(Eg. 1110, 1310, etc.)
If enlisted, what is your rating?
(Eg. AD, SM, FTM, etc.)
9. What is the present (or last) pay grade cf your spcuss'
If yeur spouse is (was) an officer, what is (was)
his/her designator?




10. How many years, to tha nearest whole year, of active
duty do you have to date? (Eg. 33, 16, etc.)
11. How many years, to tha nearest whole year, of active
duty does (or did) your spouse have?
12. How many years, to the nearest whole year, have you been
married to your current spouse?
13. When did your marriage to your current spouse occur?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
While both were on active duty
I was on active duty but my spouse was not
My spouse was on active duty but I was not
Neither of us was oi active dity
14. How many children do you and your ourrent spouse have in
your household? (INCL3DS PREGNANCY) Do not count
children under someone else's oustody.
15. How many total years io you intend to remain on active
duty? (Eg. 06, 12, eto. )
Undecided
16. How many total years ioes your spouse intend to remain
on active duty?
Undeci ded




17. Has either career been chosen by you and your spouse as
the consistently dominant one when it comes to
detailing? (MARK ONLY D NE)
Yes, my career
Yes f my spouse's career
No
18. If your detailers have been askei to accommodate your
decision regarding the dominant career, do they dc so?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
Yes, both detailere do
No, my detailer does not
No, my spouse's detailer does not
No, neither detailer does
Not applicable. Detailers not asked to cooperate
19. How do you feel about your current assignment?

















21. Are (were) you and your spouse stationed within 50 miles
of each other?
Yes
No, but with our agreement
No, without our agreement
22. Have you and your spouse had difficulties with personnel




23. Do you feel that any changes should be made to personnel










25. If you answered "yes" to question 24, what is the
probable result of your conflict of careers?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
We will both get out before retirement
I will get out before retirement
._
My spouse will get out before retirement
We will get divorced
We will put up with physical separation in order to
pursue our careers
Not applicable. No conflict
26. What is the maximum length in months of separate
geographic assignments whioh you and your spouse would
accept before one of both of you decide to leave active
duty? Do not include temporary deployments.
(Eg. 09, 24 , etc.)
27. Which of the following is of tie greatest importance
when you are considering transfer to a new assignment?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
Career enhancing tour/billet





28. Do you feel that currant pay policies (Forfeiture or BAQ
due to sea duty or housing, etc.) discriminate against
you and your spouse as a sarvica couple?
No
Yes. PL2ASE EXPLAIN
29. Do you faei that any changes should ba made to pay




30. If you reguire childcare, which of the following applies
to your situation? (MARK ONLY DNE)
Childcare facilities ara available and satisfactory
Childcare is available but iniieguate or inconvenient
Childcare is not available, aid this causes problems
Childcare is not available, bat this does not cause
me any problems




31- What would have the greatest influence in making you
leave the service prior to retirement?








Pressure from family to get oit
Disagree with personnel policies
Reduction in military benefits
Unable to get assigned to the same location as spouse
Unable to get assigned to desirable billet in the






32. Wha- would have (or dii have) the greatest influence in
making your spouse leave the service prior to
retirement?







Pressure from family to get oat
b Disagree with personnel policies
Reduction in military benefits
Unable to get assigned to the same location as spouse
Unable to get assi?aed to a desirable billet in the









The following is ths encoding scheme used to transform
the data from the returned surveys tD enable processing
using the SPSS PROGRAM.
Each case uses two linss.
THE FOLLOWING DATA IS ENCODED DN THE FIRST LINE:
Columns 1-4:
indicates the number of tha survey: 0001-0821.
Column 6:
1. Has your spouse ever ssrvei on active duty?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
(1)No. STOP AND RETURN SUR7EY
(2) Never married. STOP AND RETURN SURVEY
(3) Nc longsr married bit my pravious spouse served/is
serving on active iaty. Answer the remainder of the
survey as though yon were still married.
(4) Yes, my spouse previously served on active duty.
ANSWER THE REMAINDER OF THE SURVEY AS THOUGH YOUR
SPOUSE WERE STILL ON ACPIVE DJIY.
(5) Yes, my spouse is currently on active duty.
(9) Missing
Column 8:
















4. What is your age?
(77) Missing
Column 15-16;
5. What is the current ags of your spouse?
(77) Missing
Column 18:
6. What do you consider to be your uain racial or ethnic
group? (MARK ONLY ONE)
(1) Afro-American/Black/Negro






7. What does your spouse consider his/her main racial cr
ethnic Group? (MARK ONLY ONE)
(1) Afro-Amer ican/Black/Negro







Columns 22-23: 8. what is your present pay grade?
























If an officer, what is your designator?
(Eg. 1110, 1310, eto.)
(77) Missing
Columns 29-32:
If enlisted, what is your rating?





9. What is the present (or last) pay grade of your spouse?
(Same coding as for question 8)
Columns 36-39:








10. How many years, to the nearest wiole year, Df active
duty do you have to date? (Eg. 93, 16, etc.)
(77) missing
Columns 47-48:
11. How many years, to the nearest whole year, of active
duty does (or did) your spouse hive?
(77) Missing
Columns 49-50:
12. How many years, tc tha nearest wioie year, have you been




13. When did your marriage to your current spouss occur?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
(1) While both were on active duty
(2)1 was on active duty but my spouse was QDt
(3) My spouse was on active duty but I was not
(4) Neither of us was on active duty
(9) Missing
Column 52:
14. Kow many children do you and your current spouse have in
your household? (INCLUDE PSEGNANC5T) Do not count
children under someona else's custody.
(9) Missing
Columns 53-54:
15. How many total years do you intend to remain on active












17. Has either career been chosen by you and your spouse as
the consistently dominant one whan it comes to
detailing? (MARK ONLY 3NE)
( 1) Yes, my career




18. If your detailers hava been asicafl to accommodate your
decision regarding the dominant career, do they do so?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
(1)Yes, both detailers do
(2) No, my detailer does not
(3)Nc, my spouse's detailer doas not
(4) No, neither detailar doas
(5) Not applicable. Detailers not asked to cooperate
(9) Missing
Columns 59-60:
19. How do you feel about your current assignment?
(MARK ONE IN EACH CDLUMN)
Location Billet
(1) (1) Vary satisfied
(2) (2) Satisfied
(3) (3) No strong faelings
(4) (4) Dissatisfiai




THE FOLLOWING DATA IS ENCODED IN ROW TWO:
Columns 1-2:
20- How does your spouse feel about bis/her current (or
last) assignment?
Location Billet
(1) (1) Very satisfied
(2) (2) satisfied
(3) (3) No strong fsalings
(4) (4) Dissatisfied
(5) (5) Very Dissatisfied
(9) (9) hissing
Column 4:
21. Are (were) ycu and your spouse stationed within 50 miles
of each other?
(1) Yes
(2) No, but with our agreement
(3) No, without our agreement
(9) Missing
Column 6:
22. Have you and your spouse had difficulties with personnel
policies regarding service members married to other
members?
(1) No





23. Do you fsel that any changes shoild be made to personnel
policies pertaining to service members marrisd to
members?
(1)No
(2) Yes. PLEASE EXPLAIN
(9) Missing
Column 10:
24. Have you and your spouse experienced a conflict between
your careers?
(1) No
(2) Yes. PLEASE EXPLAIN
(9) Missing
Column 12:
25. If ycu answered "yes" to question. 24, what is the
probable result of yoar conflict of careers?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
( 1) He will both get oat before retirement
(2) I will get out before rexiramant
(3) My spouse will get out before retirement
(4) We will get divorcai
(5) We will put up with physical separation in order ~o
pursue our careers






26. What is the maximum leigth in nonths of separate
geographic assignments which you and your spouse would
accept before one of both of you decide to leave active
duty? Do not include temporary deployments.
(Eg. 09, 24 , etc.)
(77) Missing
Column 17:
27. Which of the following is of the greatest importance
when you are considering transfer to a new assignment?
(MARK ONLY ONE)
( 1) Career enhancing tour/billet
(2) Co-locat icn with your spouse
(3) Geographic location
(U) other. PLEASE EXPLAIN^
(9) Missing
Column 19:
28. Do ycu feel that current pay policies (Forfeiture or 3A:
due to sea duty or housing, etc.) discriminate against
you and your spouse as a service couple?
(1) No






29. Do you feel that any changes should be mads to pay
policies pertaining t3 service aenbers married to other
members?
(1) No
(2) Yes. PLEASE EXPLAIN
(9) Missing
Column 23:
30. If you reguire childcare, which of the following applies
to your situation? (MARK ONLY DNE)
(l)Childcare facilities are available and satisfactory
(2)Childcare is available but inadeguate or inconvenient
(3)Childcare is not available, and this causes problems
(4) Childcare is not available, bit this dees not cause
me any problems
(5) Not applicable. Do not reguirs childcare
(9) Missing
COMMENTS
THE FOLLOWING REMARKS APPLY TO BOTH 2UESTTON 31 and 32:
The following are ranted 1, 2, 3, or coded
unmarked. Four if marked but not ranked, ana 9 if
none marked for the entire Question.
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31. What would have the greatest influence in making you
leave the service prior to retirsmer.t?














Pressure from family to get oit
Column 32:
Disagree with persoanel policies
Column 33:
Reduction in military benefits
Column 3U:
Unable to get assigned to the same location as spouse
Column 35:
Unable to get assigned to desirable billet in the









32. What would have (or did have) ths greatest influence in
making your spouse leave the service prior to
retirement?















Pressure from family to get out
Column 47:
Disagree with personnel policies
Column 43:
Reduction in military benefits
Column 49:
Ur.able to get assigned to the same location as spouse
Column 50:
Ur.able to get assigned to a desirable billet in the
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0437 5 4~ 1 26 26 3 3 161
22 1 1 1 1 6 02 2 1 1 5



































DK 05 AW1120G1 1020302114
122

12 1 1224 77 2225 000 0010020330 3 99999999999999
0489 5 2 1 39 35 3 3 162535 171310 0314021006202153
52 12922 06 2225 000 3000001023 00020303310000
0490 5 2 1 30 33 3 3 06 IN 05 SK1 21402 1020212 1 1
3
11 12216 24 2295 300 0000100203 01300000002000
0491 5 4 1 25 22 3 3 161133 05 770405341020 881123
22 1 2 2 2 9 12 12 15 002 0000030013 01320000330000
0492 5 2 26 24 3 3 161313 151110 04020210 20053911
15 12216 08 2225 002 0030 0001000 10200000303000
0493 5 2 3 29 27 3 3 162933 152935 0405321020073512
12 1 1 1 1 6 12 3 1 1 2 002 10003000300 10020303330030
0494 5 2 1 24 23 3 3 04 DT 04 QM02Q60 1 13 04382524
23 12222 08 2225 130 3020 000003 30010200000000




55 32224 06 2225 023 0000 000103 3 00000302331000
0496 5 2 1 30 30 3 3 163133 153133 050704 1020 203521
21 1 1 2 1 6 09 2 1 2 5 230 0010 003003 3 20000100030000
0497 5 2 1 27 29 3 3 05 AK 06 PR08 13 06 1 1 20202 1 42
23 1 1 1 1 6 12 3 2 1 2 004 00000000430 001000003 00000
0493 5 2 1 25 31 3 3 162935 171320 0509021083203512
12 1 1 2 2 2 03 2 1 1 5 000 00003012030 30000003321300
0499 5 2 33 30 1 1 05 SH 06 SK1 003 04 1022201 1 1
11 1 1 2 1 5 36 2 1 1 1 01000002003330 01003000332000
0500 5 2 1 28 25 3 3 05 3K 05 ET070504 1 00306351
11 1 1 1 1 6 24 2 1 2 2 01300000000033 01000000330000
0531 5 2 1 20 22 1 1 04 3K 05 HT02340 1 1088882533
55 12216 00 2225 020 001030030D 3 02000103000000
0502 5 2 1 26 22 1 1 03 YN 04 A3F0304 02
1
188043 1 42
52 32212 03 2221 030 0020000133 00000203301300
0503 3 2 1 26 31 3 2 05 AK 07 ET08 1 20 2 1 01 9 203 1 22
22 1 1 1 2 4 08 12 2 5 000 0003 003213 00000200031000
0534 5 2 27 36 3 3 162935 172935 0304011188051555
55 1 1 9 1 6 09 2 9 9 2 0010020 030003 10300200300300
0505 5 2 1 33 23 3 3 04 AD 05 AI1S02 100 1 1020202 1 1 1












































































































2 1 1 5 003
3 3 04
1 2 1 5 000
3 3 141105
9 1 9 5 300
3 3 03
2 2 2 5 300
3 3 06
1 2 1 5 000
3 3 04
3 2 2 5 320
3 3 162900
2 1 2 5 000
3 3 08
4 2 2 5 301
3 3 151165
2 2 2 5 100
3 3 151135
2 1 1 1 300
3 3 162935
2 2 1 5 100
2 3 04
2 2 2 5 02
3 3 03
2 1 2 5 300
1 1 03
2 2 9 5 100
3 3 165103
4 1 2 5 023
3 3 141 133
2 2 2 2 000
1 1 161133
























HM 04 HM030301 1088882222
00000013030 02000003013000













11 1 1 1 1 6 09 2 1 1 1 003 00200013030 00030003313000
0524 5 2 1 26 26 3 3 06 IN 05 AT080734 1220203412
23 12225 12 4222 002 0001000303 01000000230003
0525 5 2 1 27 33 3 3 162935 17 77 0610041088103521
21 12216 12 2225 330 00100020030 00000300010200




45 1 2 2 1 6 36 12 2 5 203 00001000030 30200001000000
0527 5 5 1 26 29 1 1 161453 16 77 0407031088882411
11 1 1 2 1 6 12 1 2 2 5 00000200310030 0003 0003310200
0528 5 2 33 32 3 3 06 CIO 05 CTM1 43704 1020883 132
33 1 1 1 1 6 00 2 2 2 5 03 0000021303 03020000310 000
0529 5 2 1 34 30 3 3 171133 171110 080303 1020203511
11 1 1 1 1 6 01 2 1 1 5 00000000010230 00000003312300
0530 4 2 20 20 3 3 03 HN 03 HN023 1 3 1 1
1
8899351 1
34 1 1 2 1 6 03 4 9 1 1 400 0040 0400030 40000040340000
0531 5 2 1 28 29 3 3 162933 151313 0607 031107082122
21 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 2 2 2 103 00200030033 00010200003000
0532 5 2 27 28 3 3 05 MS 05 MS101308 1 21 1 883552
52 32221 06 2221 330 0020001303 3 10000300320000
0533 5 2 1 25 20 3 3 05 5K OH BT07020 1 1 0888351 1
22 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 2 2 03100200033330 10023000330000
0534 5 2 28 27 3 3 151155 15 77 043403 1004202 524
11 12222 06 2225 303 0010002003 3 99999999999999
0535 5 2 1 28 32 3 3 161133 171110 0511021020 203122
21 1 2 2 2 9 12 112 5 000 0000 2301033 00003002310000
0536 5 2 25 22 3 3 06 HM 35 HM07040 1 1 1 2 0881 1 1
1
12 1 1 1 1 6 09 2 1 1 2 03000100233033 30000100032000
0537 5 2 1 26 27 3 3 163135 161460 0404 04 10048822 94
11 32222 12 2195 230 0033 001003 00000002300130
0533 5 2 33 32 3 3 161113 151313 13080 11122203512
13 1 1 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 5 000 0020 001303 3 30300200010030
0539 3 2 1 20 20 3 3 04 AK 01 AK02370 4020991 531
55 1 1 1 1 6 12 2 1 1 5 13000200030030 10000203330000
0540 5 2 1 29 30 3 3 151523 151313 050902 10882 02543
11 1 1 1 1 1 06 2 9 9 5 230 00300013330 00300200000001
125

0541 5 2 22 20 3 3 05
22 1 1 2 1 6 03 1 2 2 1 213
0542 5 4 1 29 32 3 3 172105
14 1 1 1 2 3 01 2 1 1 5 003
0543 5 2 1 34 38 3 3 151105
12 1 1 2 1 6 18 1 2 1 5 03D
0544 5 3 23 23 3 3 14 77
11 2 1 9 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 002
0545 5 3 1 30 32 3 3 04
22 2 1 2 1 6 01 2 1 1 5 030
0546 5 4 1 31 42 3 3 172100
22 1 2 2 1 5 00 2 2 2 5 033
0547 5.2 1 29 33 3 3 161 100
22 1 1 2 1 6 04 2 2 9 2 003
0548 5 2 1 29 35 3 3 05
55 3 2 2 2 2 08 2 2 2 5 033
0549 5 2 1 25 21 2 2 05
24 1 1 2 1 5 06 2 2 2 3 030
0550 5 2 1 23 20 3 3 03
24 1 1 1 2 3 01 2 1 2 5 033
055 1 5 2 22 22 3 2 03
22 1 1 1 2 2 05 2 2 2 5 030
0552 5 2 1 19 21 3 3 03
22 1 1 1 2 2 01 2 1 1 5 030
553 5 2 1 27 23 3 3 05
23 1 2 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 1 03 3
554 5 2 29 29 9 3 05
22 1 1 9 1 6 06 2 2 2 5 000
0555 5 2 25 22 3 3 05
33 1 1 1 2 3 03 2 1 1 2 03 3
0556 5 2 23 22 3 3 05
59 3 2 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 5 032
0557 5 2 1 21 23 3 3 04
25 1 1 1 1 6 00 2 2 2 2 233
0558 5 4 1 24 28 3 3 151 105


















TM 03 AN0203311088881 122
02030001033 00342000001000
SN 05 AT020402 1004202114
01000003030 01000000000000




RM 05 YN090938 1020883144
00003012033 000 00300012000









33 1 1 9
0559 5 2
12 1 1 1
0550 5 2
11 1 1 1
56 1 5 2
55 3 2 9
055 2 5 2
12 1 2 2
55 3 5 2
12 1 2 2
0564 5 2
59 3 2 2
56 5 5 2
11 2 1 1
0556 5 2
22 1 1 2
0557 5 2
42 1 2 2
055 3 5 2
34 1 2 2
0559 5 2
51 1 1 2
0570 5 2
12 1 2 2
57 1 5 2
51 3 2 2
057 2 5 2
21 1 1 1
057 3 5 3
12 1 1 1
57 4 5 2
1 1 1 1 1
57 5 5 2
22 1 1 9
1 6 06 2 1 1 2 003
20 24 2 3 04
1 6 00 2 1 2 9 033
32 29 3 3 182105
1 6 03 2 2 2 5 032
1 30 26 3 3 03
2 1 12 2 2 2 5 033
1 29 30 3 3 172900
2 9 04 2 2 2 1 23
26 28 3 3 161313
2 1 03 2 1 1 5 033
29 31 3 3 05
1 3 06 2 9 9 9 034
1 22 21 3 3 04
1 6 06 2 1 1 1 333
1 26 26 3 3 162905
1 6 00 2 1 2 2 031
1 34 38 3 3 171100
1 6 03 2 2 1 5 023
29 29 3 3 162905
2 3 00 2 2 2 2 233
25 26 2 3 05
1 6 03 2 1 1 5 033
1 29 33 3 3 141105
1 6 12 2 2 2 5 033
36 23 3 3 164105
1 6 06 2 2 2 5 233
1 26 33 3 3 36
1 6 06 2 2 2 1 033
1 29 46 3 3 161103
1 6 03 2 1 1 5 033
27 32 3 3 163103
1 6 03 2 1 1 5 003
1 24 25 3 3 04
2 2 06 2 2 1 5 103
30200001030 00003100020000
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12 9 2 000
3 3 06
2 1 1 2 04 4
3 3 162105
11 1 5 001
3 3 06
9 1 1 5 000
3 3 153105
2 2 2 5 030
3 3 06
2 2 2 2 203
3 3 151165
2 1 1 3 030
3 3 05
2 2 1 5 233
3 3 182200
11 1 5 033
3 3 161113
4 2 2 5 023
3 3 141105
2 1 1 5 033
3 3 05
2 2 2 5 02
1 1 04
3 2 2 5 03
3 3 05
2 1 1 5 203
3 3 03
2 2 1 5 303
3 3 162135
2 2 1 3 003
3 3 04







































111 1 2 1 6 03 19 9 9 02100300000000 30000100020000
0594 5 2 21 21 3 3 04 YN 04 YN0303021288883522
22 1 1 2 1 6 06 3 2 2 1 023 0010 00003 3 20030000010000
0595 5 2 1 32 34 3 3 05 RP 05 YN041 3 1 030202021 12
11 1 2 1 1 6 77 12 2 5 000 03000100233 02300003000100
0596 5 2 1 33 32 3 3 171133 171510 1013071188202114
13 12226 06 2222 200 0000 0313030 000002003 01000
0597 5 2 19 25 3 3 03 CTT 03 CTO02020 1 1 1 88883 1 1
1
11 1 1 1 2 1 06 2 1 1 2 003 00100200030 30000103020000
0598 5 1 1 21 21 3 3 04 CIB 04 770303011004042144
22 3 1 2 2 1 14 2 9 1 5 020 0000301003 3 03200000010000
0599 5 2 1 31 36 3 3 06 OS 05 OS101908 1 1 1 5242 1 1
5
22 1 2 2 1 6 09 2 2 2 1 000 0020300103 02000303100000
0600 5 4 1 21 21 3 3 03 CTO 34 26210101011177882144
22 1 1 1 1 6 00 2 1 1 2 103 00000020030 20300000010000
0631 5 2 27 25 3 3 162135 152935 0203311008041311
22 12216 00 2225 302 00100000030 30000001020000
0602 5 2 1 29 28 3 3 161133 151120 0605 011088202111
11 1 1 1 1 6 12 1 1 1 5 10030000002033 00000200000000
0603 5 2 38 37 3 3 06 SC 05 YN2005 1 7
1
08820351 1
11 1 1 1 1 6 24 2 2 1 5 03000000203130 03000000200 100
0604 5 2 1 33 30 3 3 161133 161100 100501102 4201111
11 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 03000200001300 20000300001000
0605 5 4 1 25 35 3 3 162935 16 77 04093 213 20302511
15 1 1 1 2 2 06 2 2 2 2 300 00200010030 10000300320000
0606 3 2 20 21 3 3 03 2M 03 EM020 1 1 1 083993531
55 31224 12 3125 034 0040004003 4000 00003 40004
0607 5 2 1 31 36 3 3 172930 172930 11160110 20883522
22 1 11 1 6 12 2 2 1 5 000 0000013323 00000003120330
0608 5 2 1 24 28 3 3 151130 161320 0310043120203111
22 1 1 1 2 6 12 2 2 2 1 003 0010 002003 3 03000100020000
0639 5 2 25 24 3 3 143135 14 77 03020 2100 5041551
55 32216 77 2225 03 00020001003 03000200310000
0610 5 2 1 23 22 3 3 03 DT 05 DT03040
1
1088203542
43 31916 09 2225 330 0020001003 3 303001002 30000
129

0611 5 2 1 32 35 3 3 07 AC 166392 1415031020323121
11 1 1 1 1 6 19 2 1 1 5 03300300012033 00000300020100
0612 5 2 1 20 27 1 1 04 YN 04 DP03050
1
1088882533
33 1 1 2 2 2 06 2 1 15 003 00000010230 00300000020100
0613 5 2 1 25 23 3 3 03 SN 05 IMT010501 108820351 1
22 1 1 1 1 6 12 2 1 1 5 03300000013003 00000002310000
0614 5 2 1 20 21 3 3 03 HM 03 HH03020 1088883 122
22 1 2 2 1 6 03 2 1 1 5 302 0000001003 00200000010300
0615 5 2 1 23 27 3 3 03 D? 05 DP02070 1
1
188882 131
21 1 1 1 1 6 01 2 1 1 5 233 00100030333 20000100030000
0616 5 2 1 30 31 3 3 06 NC 05 AW1 00937 1288233231
54 1 2 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 1 13 3 0000 002303 03100002000000
0617 5 2 1 22 23 3 3 02 SA 05 HM0 1350 1 11 120254 1
21 1 1 2 2 2 00 3 1 1 5 033 0030002103 3 00203000300100
0618 5 2 30 22 3 3 07 AMH 05 ASE1 13505 1088883 1 1
1
11 12223 24 1225 013 0000230333 01000002300000
0619 5 2 1 22 22 3 3 04 H OH ABU040403 1004043331
55 32224 03 2225 03 0030210333 3 02000300100000
0620 5 2 1 25 35 3 3 04 MS 07 BM04 1 5 03 1004203453
42 32222 06 2225 02 3 3000 001003 3 00200300010000
0621 5 2 24 22 3 3 05 SA 04 YN0403 3 2 1
1
88883525
22 1 1 1 9 9 77 9 1 1 5 0'4 4 000000043 3 40000400004000
0622 5 2 26 27 3 3 05 RM 05 ET0803 3 1 320203555
55 322 16 12 2222 03 3 0013 0023 03 00000100023000
0623 5 2 24 23 3 3 05 LN 05 LN0534 3 108888 1 5 1
14 12216 09 2225 03 0010 032033 3 30 000100020000
0624 3 2 1 28 33 3 3 146412 16 77 1 1 '4 35 10202025 1
11 1 1 1 1 6 24 12 2 5 03000000003133 00000000000100
0625 4 2 27 23 3 3 04 77 33 JO020 1 3 1 1 8899353 3
33 1 1 1 1 6 77 4 1 1 5 03100 0000032 3 10020000000 003
0626 5 1 1 22 25 1 1 04 H 05 770437311088 202511
11 1 1 2 2 2 09 2 1 15 033 00000013230 00300000012000
0627 5 2 1 30 37 3 3 05 kT 05 PR03 1
5
393220 202 223
12 12216 06 2222 03 3 0010 00323 3 3 000 00100023000
0628 5 2 1 27 29 3 3 162905 172135 0534 0110 05082224
133

22 1 2 2 2
0629 5 2 1
11 1 2 2 1
0630 5 2 1
31 1 2 2 1
063 1 5 2 1
11 1 1 1 1
0632 5 2 1
21 1 1 2 1
0633 5 2
52 3 2 2 2
0634 5 2 1
31 2 1 1 2
0635 5 2
55 1 1 2 1
0636 5 2 1
12 1 1 2 2
0637 5 4 1
32 1 2 1 2
0638 5 4 1
23 1 1 1 1
0639 5 •->4 1
24 1 1 1 1
0640 5 2 1
23 1 1 1 1
064 1 5 2 1
99 9 9 2 2
064 2 5 2
55 3 2 2 2
0643 5 2 1
22 1 1 1 1
0644 5 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
0645 5 2 1
22 1 1 1 2
2 02 1 2 2 5 10
30 25 3 3 05
6 06 2 1 1 5 003
28 30 3 3 161100
1 12 2 2 2 5 000
32 32 3 3 06
6 24 1 2 1 5 003
28 42 3 3 05
6 01 2 2 2 1 103
24 27 3 3 05
1 06 2 1 1 5 033
26 27 1 1 162905
2 01 1 1 1 4 001
25 21 4 3 02
6 06 2 2 2 5 443
26 23 3 3 152305
6 03 2 1 1 5 033
30 33 3 3 172903
5 12 2 2 9 5 030
32 27 4 3 05
6 00 2 1 2 1 033
22 25 3 3 04
6 77 2 2 2 1 333
23 29 3 3 04
6 06 2 1 1 5 03 3
28 27 1 1 05
4 77 1 2 9 5 031
28 23 3 3 07
4 12 1 2 2 2 030
22 24 3 3 04
6 00 3 1 1 5 213
21 22 3 3 04
6 06 2 1 1 5 03 4
22 29 3 3 04






RM 07 PN131310 1019 193122
00000003013 00000000300010














THT 05 MT043431 1188883522
20130003333 30200100000000








CTT 04 CTR040431 1188061 111
00400003433 40040040000000




0646 5 2 1
11 1 2 2 2
0647 5 2
45 1 2 2 2
064 8 5 2 1
11 1 2 1 1
0649 5 2 1
12 1 2 2 1
0650 5 2 1
13 1 1 1 1
065 1 3 2
12 1 1 1 2
065 2 5 2
22 1 1 1 1
0653 5 2
11 1 2 2 1
0654 5 2 1
49 1 1 1 2
0655 5 3 1
1 1 1 2 2 2
0656 5 2 1
22 1 1 1 1
0657 5 2 1
32 1 1 1 1
0658 5 5£ 1
12 1 1 9 1
0659 4 2 1
42 1 2 2 2
0650 5 2
14 1 1 2 1
065 1 5 2
11 1 2 2 1
065 2 4 2 1
25 1 2 2 1
0663 5 2
23 28 3 3 0a \K 06 AT040702 1004202215
2 06 2 2 2 5 133 00200000033 99999999999999
26 22 3 3 05 HM 03 HM0632021088041 542
3 00 2 2 2 5 03130230003030 02003100000000
26 29 3 3 161145 151140 0305 021188202115
6 00 2 1 15 13300300020030 00120000000000
32 30 3 3 171100 151510 093307 1020202512
6 12 2 2 2 5 033 002000133)3 0302000000100
27 27 3 3 06 YN 06 PH0939 39 12 1 2882 1 12
6 00 2 1 11 033 00100023333 00000100020300
35 23 3 3 141163 05 YN16343 1 1
3
30381 151
4 06 11 15 03000000003213 99 999999999999
23 22 3 3 04 EN 03 PN03330 1 100404 1 1 22
6 09 2 1 1 5 02100300003033 02100300000000
21 21 3 3 03 AK 03 AK02020340 20201 51
1
3 12 1 1 1 5 03303200013030 00004200010000
21 22 3 3 04 CTO 04 CTT04040
1
1004043549
4 00 .4 1 15 03100000203033 02300100000000
25 26 3 3 162905 15 77 03040S1004 201 222
2 77 2 1 15 03300203013033 00320001300 000
29 33 3 3 152202 173130 0211354088882133
6 12 12 2 5 03300030020133 00300000000001
26 2 1 3 1 04 BT 04 MS06330 1 1
1
88382532
6 12 2 2 1 2 33300000012333 00000300012000




6 12 2 2 2 5 033 00300012033 00320010000000
23 24 3 3 05 OP 04 FS0404 32 088992222
1 03 3 1 2 5 03100200303030 0C0002033 1 0000
27 25 3 3 05 CTM 05 CTM070335 1088883925
6 12 2 2 1 5 03002000103303 00 000000320100
27 25 3 3 05 SK 05 DT0435 3 3 1 1 20 201 4 1
1
6 00 2 1 1 1 03300400044033 0000 0400044000
24 24 3 3 04 ID 04 AD030706 31 88993522
6 77 12 2 2 00100300203033 00100302000000
26 19 3 3 06 3T 03 YN083 1 3 1 1 20883522
132

55 32224 77 21 15 333 00200100000 00002100030000
0664 5 2 22 23 1 1 04 A3S 03 HT0434 1 11 88 101 325
25 1 1223 06 2222 203 0030001303 10000200030000
0655 4 2 1 22 25 3 3 05 DP 04 MS033502 1004883542
44 1 1 1 1 4 77 4 2 2 5 03 2 10 00 000003 01230000000000
0656 5 2 1 26 23 3 3 03 PH 03 PH02020
1
1305053532
32 1 1 2 1 6 06 2 2 1 5 333 20000013033 00300002010000
0657 5 2 1 27 28 3 3 161105 16 77 0404 0310 20043111
33 12216 02 2225 233 0033 0001030 00310200000000
0668 5 2 1 24 26 3 3 151135 151110 0204 321120203112
11 12222 24 2213 033 0020000313 00003200000100
0659 3 2 22 20 3 3 05 77 03 PN03023 1 13 20042 122
33 1 1 2 2 4 02 2 1 1 5 03 3 0012030303 3 00012003000300
0670 5 2 1 19 32 3 3 03 dO 06 CTRO 11 30 1 1004202 135
35 1 1 1 2 2 06 2 2 2 5 23 3 0010000303 3 03000100020000
0671 5 2 32 25 3 3 07 H 07 SH14083 2 1 1 20 203 123
23 1 1 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 5 010 0300 020303 12000000300000
0672 5 2 1 23 22 3 3 05 PR 05 AT063S 34 1083881 1 1
1
14 1 1 2 2 3 12 2 1 2 5 02 3 0003 0013 33 3 02000000013000




14 1 1 1 2 3 00 3 1 1 2 13200300000030 00003102000000
0674 5 2 32 29 3 3 161613 151130 0705351120201111
13 1 2 2 1 6 06 2 2 2 4 03 3 0020 031303 3 00000300210000
0675 5 2 1 22 22 3 3 03 H 05 AD0305 02
1
088883599
55 1 1 2 1 6 06 4 2 2 5 033 0013 0002300 00200000001300
0676 5 2 32 30 3 3 173100 151100 1003 36 10 20883111
12 12226 12 2225 03 3 0010 0002333 00320000001000
0677 5 4 1 23 34 3 3 162903 17 77 0412 33 1133202111
11 1 1 1 2 9 77 2 2 2 2 03 3 002100333 3 0001030203000
0673 5 2 34 30 4 3 161313 172930 1113 3 31011203525
12 12216 09 2225 000 0000 000013 30000100002000
0679 5 2 1 21 21 3 3 05 TD 05 TD0333 3
2
1083883 1 34
44 12221 06 2225 03 3 0000 001323 00000302310000
0630 5 2 1 29 32 3 3 172135 17 77 0477011020 203 112
12 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 033 00200313030 02000000310000
133

068 1 5 2 25 30 3 3 05 PC 05 PC060403 1007883535
99 12221 06 2225 000 2003 300103 99999999999999
0632 3 4 1 20 21 9 3 04 CTO 04 .770233021088993533
22 1 1 1 1 6 77 1 1 1 5 033 10020000033 99999999999999
0633 5 2 37 30 3 3 07 CTM 05 CTO200306 1088881 1 1
1
12 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 2 1 5 03000030312033 00000000210300
0684 5 2 1 26 28 3 3 162903 161325 0434 331388883111
11 1 1 1 2 5 12 1 2 2 5 030 10000302000 00010000302000
0685 5 2 1 22 26 3 3 05 EM 05 EM0404 02 1008082444
34 12221 00 2225 23 3 3003 00133 3 3 00230100000000
0686 5 2 1 32 30 3 3 161103 151113 080834 1120 203122
22 12226 03 1223 133 0000 0200030 00000003002100
0637 5 2 1 38 38 3 3 162903 132900 091514 1288883522
11 12222 12 2222 033 0003 003213 3 00000300020100
0638 5 2 1 21 21 3 3 03 77 05 TM02030 1 1004053544
33 1 1 2 2 4 00 4 1 1 5 2313000 000303 3 00000000000001
0689 4 2 23 24 3 3 05 O 05 190435 3 2 1220 203131
31 1 1 1 1 6 06 1111 032 00130303033 00002100300000
0690 5 2 28 34 3 3 161113 171130 07113 11088203113
13 12216 06 2225 033 0003 0013230 0000 0002003100
0691 5 2 28 23 2 3 06 DTG 05 DTG1 03 5 03
1
02005 1 322
23 1 1 2 1 6 06 2 2 2 5 0)100200033 03 3 00120303300000
0692 5 2 1 31 29 3 3 172905 152335 0833021108832514
22 1 1 1 2 2 04 2 1 1 5 23300000013030 02001000000000
0693 5 2 28 29 3 3 06 DS 05 CTM1 035 3 2 1 20883 1 23
24 12223 12 2225 013 0000 002303 3 01300000002000
0694 5 2 29 23 3 3 06 AK 05 AK1 10 3 1 1 020 88 1 514
12 31215 00 2225 02 0300 001303 03200000010000
0695 5 2 1 21 24 3 2 05 RM 35 RM0305 3 1 388083 15
42 1 1 2 1 6 06 2 2 1 5 13 3 002000333 3 3 10300000020000
0696 5 2 1 35 47 3 3 172900 192300 143333 1019883142
11 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 033 00130032330 30010200030000
0697 5 2 28 31 3 3 172100 172105 0607 34 1138881111
14 1 1 2 1 6 01 2 1 1 3 03303000020130 10 0000000 20300
0693 5 2 1 21 23 3 3 04 TMT 04 TMT033 7 1 1 104 1 13554
134

54 1 1 1 1
0699 5 2
33 1 2 2 1
0700 5 2 1
24 1 2 2 2
070 1 5 2 1
33 1 1 1 1
70 2 5 2
23 1 1 1 1
070 3 5 2
44 1 1 9 1
070 4 5 2 1
12 1 1 2 2
0735 4 2 1
32 1 1 2 1
0706 5 2 1
11 1 1 2 2
0707 5 2
42 1 1 1 1
070 8 5 2 1
55 1 1 2 2
0709 5 2 1
31 1 1 2 1
0710 3 2
22 3 2 2 1
071 1 5 2 1
12 1 1 1 1
0712 5 2 1
22 1 1 2 1
0713 5 2 1
11 1 2 2 2
0714 5 2
55 3 2 2 2
0715 4 n£ 1
44 1 1 1 ?
6 00 2 2 2 1 132
22 21 3 3 04
6 00 2 2 2 2 233
22 22 1 1 05
1 06 2 2 2 5 233
22 20 3 3 04
6 03 2 2 2 2 033
29 29 3 3 06
6 12 2 2 1 3 003
28 27 3 3 05
6 00 2 1 1 1 100
33 33 3 3 172900
5 12 2 2 2 4 430
24 30 3 4 05
6 00 11 1 2 03 3
32 33 3 3 171100
9 12 2 1 1 5 033
19 19 3 3 03
6 12 2 1 1 5 033
20 27 3 3 04
4 00 3 2 2 5 331
26 26 3 3 04
6 05 2 2 2 2 023
28 25 3 3 05
6 77 4 1 2 5 002
27 25 3 3 04
6 06 3 1 1 2 231
22 24 3 1 04
6 00 2 2 1 5 330
29 33 3 2 05
5 12 2 2 2 2 033
22 21 3 3 03
1 00 2 2 2 5 033
22 21 3 3 04






































0716 5 2 1 23 22 1 1 03 3T 05 AMS0U0U01 11 100612U4
11 1 1 1 2 3 06 2 2 2 2 103 0000 000203 10000000023000
0717 5 2 1 24 37 3 3 04 SK 161110 021302 1004 201112
11 12216 00 2225 330 0020001003 30000200010000
0718 4 4 1 28 29 3 3 162903 16 77 0806011088991422
24 1 1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 5 133 03200000000 00020301000000
0719 3 2 1 38 43 3 3 181100 181110 1720121088883511
11 2 1 1 1 6 60 1 1 1 5 02100030000000 02100003000000
0720 3 2 28 22 3 3 06 PH 04 PH080I02 102099151 1
99 21216 12 2225 013 00000203 030 0010000000000
0721 4 2 1 30 29 3 3 162905 151315 0905 021009993535
22 12221 00 2225 233 3013 0000033 00013200000000
0722 5 2 23 26 3 1 04 CTM 05 CTO050732 11 88202235
99 32222 12 3222 033 01002003033 00000300012000
0723 5 2 1 21 23 3 3 04 EM 04 EM0404 3
1
004042455
53 32221 00 2225 032 103000000*3 00210300000000
0724 5 2 1 43 45 3 3 181105 181110 1 823 1 3 1083263 144
31 1 1 1 1 6 00 2 1 1 5 00300000201303 00200000301000
0725 5 2 1 30*03 3 3 05 SK 05 TD091 23 2 12 20 203523
33 1 1 1 1 6 03 2 1 1 1 033 00100023030 00000100023000
0726 5 2 30 27 3 3 161313 152933 0903 34 1088 202522
24 12227 06 2225 03 2 0000001033 30200000010000
0727 4 2 1 27 39 3 3 06 DM 06 DM09223 21288992511
11 12222 02 2225 333 2010000303 00300003000210
0728 5 4 1 30 31 3 3 162905 16 77 040903 1088202544
22 22222 12 2215 23 0000 30133 3 00003000002100
0729 5 2 1 22 21 3 3 03 77 04 7702020 1110 2042424
21 3 1 2 2 2 06 2 1 15 433 0000 00443 3 40000000044000
0730 5 2 1 23 22 1 1 05 RM 05 300304 0210090 51255
35 31223 00 2225 33 3 0010 00233 3 3 30000100020000
0731 5 2 1 29 28 4 4 05 DT 05 DT060 702 1 006 202 122
22 12916 06 2225 03 3 02030133 3 00000000010000
0732 5 2 32 30 3 3 07 AME 05 PR1 20333 1
1
20203 111
11 1 1 2 1 6 06 2 1 1 2 033 03200013330 000032003 10000
0733 5 2 33 34 3 3 07 EM 35 HM15073 7 13 20083 142
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24 1 1 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 5 032 0000310003 00210000000000
0734 5 2 27 26 3 3 151325 131515 0404 331120881121
23 1 1 1 2 3 06 2 1 1 2 133 0000032303 10020000330000
0735 4 2 28 33 3 3 161395 151105 0407331188991511
21 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 333 00200013030 00000000010000
0736 5 2 1 24 32 3 2 05 DP 05 DP0635 32 13888815 1
3
12 1 1 2 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 12303000000033 99999999999999
0737 5 2 25 23 3 3 05 EW 05 CTT063505 1088883222
12 3 1 2 2 4 24 11 15 033 2000 001003 00021000030000
0738 5 2 24 20 3 3 05 PH 03 FN0632022083881522
22 1 1 1 1 6 12 2 2 2 5 032 0300001033 3 10030000320000
0739 5 2 35 35 3 3 172300 18 77 1113091120 203511
11 1 1 2 1 6 00 2 1 1 1 03300103020030 00000103020000
0740 5 2 1 24 30 3 3 151105 151165 0212311088202421
21 1 1 1 2 2 05 2 2 1 5 030 1003 0203033 00100200300000
074 1 5 2 1 27 37 3 3 04 CTA 08 CTR0323 3
2
1403882 1 22
22 1 1 2 1 6 02 2 2 2 2 133 0000000003 3 01000000000000
0742 5 2 34 22 3 3 161315 04 771134 011020201111
13 1 1 1 1 6 02 2 1 1 5 033 00100003033 00000103000000
07»4 3 5 2 32 23 3 3 162503 162535 0732044088883512
11 11226 06 2225 030 0000201303 3 03002000010000
0744 5 2 1 30 37 3 3 162203 172230 0437044088883 111
11 1 2 2 1 6 12 2 2 15 13 3 0000 002003 23000000010000
0745 5 2 29 28 3 3 161123 152930 07373 3 1188381131
32 1 1 9 1 6 01 4 12 2 03 3 1023 00033 3 3 0020000010 000
0746 3 2 24 22 3 3 151170 141130 0233012004991512
44 1 1 1 2 4 12 3 1 1 5 33 2 1030000003 3 99999999999999
0747 5 5 1 27 35 3 3 162935 12 77 0315 31100 3203551
I 1 3 2 2 1 6 00 2 1 1 5 03 3 0013 002303 3 00000100023000
0748 5 2 3 32 32 3 3 162305 172930 081306 1089203494
94 12216 12 2225 032 0000001033 3 00000000012300
0749 5 2 1 30 27 2 3 06 YN 07 AMH1 1 1 1 1 1 288202 1 15
II 12222 00 2222 12 0000 000303 3 020 00100300000
0750 5 2 1 24 41 3 3 05 A3 08 AG04230 3 1 006 3025 1
1
14 1 1 1 1 6 01 2 1 1 5 03230000013033 00000000000001
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075 1 5 2
12 1 .1 1
075 2 5 2
35 1 2 2
075 3 4 2
32 1 1 1
0754 5 2
15 1 2 2
0755 5 2
55 1 1 1
0756 5 2
11 1 1 1
0757 5 2
12 1 2 2
075 8 5 2
12 1 1 2
0759 5 2
11 1 2 2
076 4 2
31 1 1 1
075 1 3 2
99 1 1 2
075 2 5 2
12 1 2 9
0753 5 2
15 2 2 2
0754 4 2
55 1 1 2
075 5 4 2
54 3 2 2
075 6 5 2
54 1 2 2
0767 5 2
11 2 2 9
075 8 5 3
1 22 23 3 3 05 IK 04 AMH040403 1
1
202031 12
1 6 06 12 12 01000000203003 01000000233000
30 26 3 3 06 AX 04 AT07020 1 1088883422
1 6 00 2 1 1 5 0000000032001 003200000000001
26 22 3 3 05 OS 03 DT080403 1 1 1 4992532
1 6 02 3 9 9 5 00300100200033 10000002300300
30 28 3 3 161113 152905 0804031188881142
1 6 08 2 2 2 5 03000230010000 20000000013000
1 21 35 3 3 04 DP 04 MS030 703 10 2 0881 51
1
1 6 36 3 1 2 5 23000000103030 00013002300000
1 34 39 3 3 172933 175120 1122051388882152
2 2 06 3 2 11 10003000000230 00100000300020
1 29 30 3 3 162933 151320 060304 1120202511
2 2 04 2 12 4 00000100203030 00000003103200
31 29 3 3 171110 152300 080308 20 20883511
1 6 06 2 2 1 5 20000000013033 20000300010000
1 26 34 3 3 141135 141175 0214011020302211
1 6 06 2 2 2 5 30000000010230 00000003310200
31 24 3 3 162133 04 HM0306 01 1 1 07991 541
1 6 77 2 9 1 2 01003200000030 120300033 00000
23 28 3 3 161313 151130 0505031088883111
1 6 77 2 2 2 5 00*4000 0003 030 99999999999999
28 20 3 3 07 EM 04 PN1 1023 2 1 1 88881 21
5
2 3 06 2 2 2 1 033 00200001030 03000200001000
1 32 32 3 3 172933 171110 111207 1183382342
2 1 06 2 2 2 2 300 00000012030 00000200313000
21 24 3 3 04 CTM 04 CTM03020
1
1006993421
1 6 05 2 1 1 5 0000000004303* 3 00400043 00 000
28 28 3 2 161113 16 77 0606021030991311
2 3 12 1 1 2 5 00100200000330 00030002310000
34 28 3 3 06 ST 05 RM16 1002 1020203 1 41
1 6 06 2 2 2 5 00000100320033 00030100020000
1 33 34 3 3 07 JO 07 AX16 1 5 1 1 02020391 1
2 9 12 9 9 1 5 01000000203033 010000002 300
34 26 3 3 07 3 A 16 77 15023 110 200 21422
133

52 32223 00 2225 020 0010030003 00000103020000
0769 5 2 1 23 30 1 1 05 RH 05 DP05100
1
1220203122
22 1 1 2 1 6 12 2 2 2 2 000 00400440030 040004004 00000
0770 5 2 24 31 3 3 05 ET 05 RM05040 1 1006043242
41 12221 06 2225 20100300000000 10000200300000
0771 5 4 1 25 19 3 3 04 EM 02 770401012005041959
22 1 1 9 1 6 00 3 2 2 5 0010030 2000000 1023 0000000000
0772 5 2 1 24 23 3 3 05 AT 05 AT050503 1
1
20202531
31 12216 06 2222 230 0000001000 23000000010000
0773 5 2 1 20 22 3 3 77 77 05 AME02040 1 1177882549
43 1 1 1 1 6 06 4 2 1 2 100 00000000030 13000000002000
0774 5 2 1 34 38 3 3 172900 172300 1020021020881111
14 1 1 1 1 6 03 1 1 1 5 00000000312030 00000000312000
0775 5 2 23 23 1 2 03 PN 05 PN030403 1288041 531
41 3 1 2 2 3 01 112 1 12003000000000 10000003020000
0776 5 2 25 26 3 3 05 CIT 05 CTT0306 1 1 088 881 522
22 1 1 1 1 6 06 2 1 1 5 002000100003DO 0020030000000 1
0777 5 2 20 24 3 3 03 CTR 03 CTT02020 1 1 00 5043352
52 3 1 2 1 6 00 2 1 15 000 3020 001003 00030200010000
0778 5 2 29 30 1 1 161113 172530 0606021088381212
13 1 1 2 2 1 09 4 2 2 5 00 0010 0230030 00000100320030
0779 5 2 24 23 1 1 05 DT 04 HM06040 2 1 20203341
55 1 1 2 1 6 12 2 2 9 2 00 00100203300 00000200310000
0730 3 2 34 30 3 3 161113 151113 14053 21120881311
22 12225 12 1222 0010200 0003000 00001300002000
0731 5 4 1 24 22 3 3 05 AG 35 770404 2 1004043 1 22
22 1 2 2 1 6 00 2 1 15 003 20001000000 00320001000000
0732 5 2 1 23 24 1 1 04 SK 03 EN03050 1
1
003883555
44 32122 08 2225 000 0310 002003 30001200300300
0783 5 2 30 27 3 3 161323 151130 080503 1020203131
22 1 2 2 2 5 12 4 1 15 000 00000301203 0000000001200 3
0734 5 2 1 19 20 3 3 03 IN 33 EO0 1 1 1 1 04883533
22 1 1 1 1 6 12 1 1 1 5 13020300000030 20130000000 000
0735 5 2 27 24 3 3 06 AM S 04 HM1 10703 10 30203 555




51 1 1 2
0737 5 2
22 1 2 2
073 8 3 3
11 1 9 9
0739 5 2
35 1 2 2
079 5 2
42 1 1 2
079 1 3 2
24 2 1 2
079 2 5 2
92 1 1 2
0793 5 2
55 1 1 9
0794 5 2
51 1 1 1
0795 5 2
12 1 2 2
0796 5 2
22 1 1 2
0797 5 2
99 1 2 2
79 3 5 2
22 3 2 2
079 9 5 2
31 1 1 2
0800 5 2
11 1 2 2
083 1 4 2
11 1 1 1
0832 5 4
1 1 1 1 1
0803 5 2
1 21 26 3 3 05 ASE 05 AMH0304021 006883122
2 4 12 2 1 15 01302030000033 01200000300000
29 27 3 3 162105 152905 0334011088061122
9 9 01 2 2 2 5 03003030021300 20000000301000
26 29 3 3 04 CTT 04 CTM021 00 1 1 0209935 1
1
1 6 04 19 9 5 33200100003333 99999999999999
1 25 21 3 3 05 HM 03 HM07030 1 1 1 20073525
2 5 77 1111 01200000303030 10020000000 003
19 26 3 3 03 HM 03 HMO 13 1 3
1
1388043 1 99
1 6 01 2 1 15 333 00200013030 30000200010000
1 30 33 3 3 05 PN 05 AT031 2 3531 88 202522
1 6 77 112 2 00300000133230 00000100200300
1 35 29 1 1 04 DTG 05 DTP0505 34
1
388882 1 92
1 6 12 2 2 1 1 033 00000313233 00000200310030
1 35 27 3 3 172905 152905 0435 3 11104882555
1 6 77 2 9 9 2 13 3 0020003003 00100200030000
1 23 21 3 3 04 HM 04 HM03023 1 1088882542
1 6 77 2 1 1 5 033 00200010033 00100000300200
45 39 3 3 172900 182130 151333 1020 203514
1 6 06 2 2 15 03300300213030 00000320010000
25 23 3 3 05 ST3 05 PN0505 03 1 1 83091 322
1 6 02 2 2 2 5 03230100003033 30000200001000
26 30 3 3 05 HM 05 HM07033 2 1 1 8888 1 232
1 6 12 2 2 2 2 033 00100023030 30300200010000
27 27 3 3 OU US 03 HS083 1 3 1220381 242
1 6 06 2 1 12 33300200013330 30000200010000
23 22 3 3 04 SM 04 HM0404 34 1
1
04043931
1 6 01 2 1 12 03100000203333 30100000200300
1 27 26 3 3 151105 151110 0305 32 1020 203 111
1 5 12 2 2 2 5 02300030313030 00000000310200
1 35 40 3 3 171100 176410 1423 34 10 20 233512
2 5 36 12 15 030031302030)3 00030000200001
1 37 4 1 3 3 182900 173302 1519 3910 88883511
1 6 13 2 1 1 5 033 00000323133 00000000300010
1 22 23 3 3 05 ZN 04 MM0434 3 1 0838825 1
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23 1 2 2 2
0804 5 2 1
94 9 9 2 9
0805 5 2 1
11 1 2 2 2
0806 5 2 1
11 1 1 2 1
0807 5 2
33 1 9 2 1
0808 5 2
11 1 2 2 1
0809 5 2
32 1 2 2 2
0810 5 2 1
13 1 2 2 1
081 1 5 2 1
55 1 1 2 2
0812 5 2
41 1 1 1 1
0813 5 2
11 2 2 2 2
0814 4 2 1
23 1 2 1 1
0815 5 2
51 1 2 2 1
0816 5 2 1
1 1 3 2 2 2
0817 5 2
1 1 1 2 2 1
0818 3 2
11 1 1 9& 1
0819 5 2 1
22 1 2 1
0820 •J 2 1
22 1 2 2 1
1 13 2 2 2 5 003
24 27 3 3 77
9 77 2 2 1 5 30)
36 36 3 3 182100
2 02 2 1 1 3 300
29 29 3 3 05
6 14 2 2 2 5 200
24 26 3 3 05
6 06 92 29030
32 32 3 3 162900
2 06 1 2 2 5 000
20 21 3 3 141155
3 09 3 2 2 5 203
24 30 3 3 05
1 00 2 2 2 5 40*
19 21 3 3 03
2 24 2 1 1 5 000
22 21 3 3 05
6 14 2 2 2 5 330
27 26 3 3 161123
1 02 2 2 2 5 023
34 32 3 3 172900
6 06 2 2 1 1 03 3
31 30 3 3 161110
6 12 1 2 2 4 233
24 26 3 3 152905
2 06 2 2 2 5 030
35 26 3 3 07
6 24 2 2 2 5 023
33 28 3 3 151630
6 00 2 2 2 5 031
31 33 3 3 06
6 06 2 2 2 1 00 3
31 34 3 3 06






77 16 77 0733021008202125
10000000003 00203100000000






























0821 5 2 1 20 25 3 3 03 SK 05 7702053111888 82111





//HIX14 JOB (2409,01431 , •HIXENBA03H THESIS *,CLASS=A
//MAIN LINES=(15)
// EXEC SPSS
//FT04F001 DD UNIT=3330V,!5S VGP=PUB4 A, DIS?= (OLD f KEEP) ,
// DCB=BLKSIZE=6400,DSN=M3S.S2409. QJERY
//FT08F001 DD D I SP=SHR, DSN= MSS. S2409. RESPONSE
//SYS IN DD *
RUN NAME SERVICE COUPLES SUR/Ef
FILE NAME QUERY5 RUN






































































N OF CASES UNKNOWN
RECODE Q4 (LO THRU 20 = 1) (21 THRU 25=2) (23 THRU 30 = 3)
(31 THRU 35=4) (36 THRJ HI = 5)
RECODE Q5 (LO THRJ 20 = 1) (21 THPU 25 = 2) (26 THRU 30=3)
(31 THRU 35 = 4) (36 THRU HI = 5)
RECODE Q10(1 THRU 5 = 1) (6 THRJ 10 = 2) (11 THRU 15=3)
(16 THRU 19 = 4) (20 THRU HI = 5)
RECODE Q 11 ( 1 THRU 5=1) (6 THRU 10 = 2) (11 THRU 15 = 3)
(16 THRU 19=4) (20 THRJ HI = 5)
RECODE Q12(1 THRU 5=1) (6 THRU 10 = 2) (11 THRU 15 = 3)
(16 THRU 20=4) (21 THRU 76=5)
RECODE Q 14 (4 THRU 3=4)
RECODE Q 15 ( 1 THRU 5=1) (2 T3R3 10 = 2) (11 THRU 15=3)
(16 THRU 13=4) (20 THRJ 76=5)
RECODE Q 16 { 1 THRU 5=1) (2 THRU 10 = 2) (11 THRU 15 = 3)
(16 THRU 19 = 4) (2 THRJ 76=5)
RECODE Q26(1 THRU 5 = 1) (7 IHRJ 12=2) (13 THRU 18 = 3)
(19 THRU 24=4) (25 THRU 30 = 5) (31 THRU 36 = 6)
(37 THRU 75 = 7)
RECODE Q31A TO 231N (1 THRU 4 = 1)/
RECODE Q32A TO Q32N (1 THRJ 4=1)/
VAR LABELS ID, RESPONSE NUS 3ER/
Q 1, SPOUSE 2VER SERVED DN ACTIVE DUTY/
Q2, SERVICE OF SPOUSE/
Q3 r SEX DF RESPONDENT/
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Q4, AGE OF RESPONDENT/
Q5, AGE OF SPOUSE/
Q6, RACE OF RESPONDENT/
Q7, RACE OF SPOJSE/
Q8A, PAY GRADE OF RESPONDENT/
Q8B, DESIGNATOR OF RESPONDENT/
Q8C,RATE OF RESPONDENT/
Q9A, PAY GRADE OF SPOJSE/
Q9B, DESIGNATOR OF SPOUSE/
Q9C, RATE OF SPOUSE/
Q10, RESPONDENTS YEARS ON ACTIVE DUTY/
Q11, SPOUSES YEARS ON ACTIVE DUTY/
Q12, NUMBER OF YEARS CARRIED/
Q13, STATUS AT MARRIAGE/
Q14, NUMBER OF CHILDREN/
Q15, ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS OF RESPONDENT/
Q16, ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS OF SPOUSE/
Q17, SELECTION OF DOMINANT CAREER/
Q18, DETAILER SUPPORT OF DOMINANT CAREER/
Q19A, RESPONDENTS FEELINGS ABOUT LOCATION/
Q19B, RESPONDENTS FEELINGS ABOUT BILLET/
Q20A, SPOUSES FEELINGS ABOUT LOCATION/
Q203, SPOUSES FEELIN3S ABOUT BILLET/
Q21, STATIONED TOGETHER/
Q22, DIFFICULTIES WIT3 PERSONNEL POLICIES/
Q23, CHANGES IN PERSONNEL POLICIES/
Q24, EXPERIENCED A CONFLICT BETWEEN CAREERS/
Q25, RESUH OF CONFLICT OF CAREERS/
Q26, LENGTH OF GEOGRAPHIC SEPARATION/
Q27, IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION UPON TRANSFER/
Q28 r FEELINGS ABOUT PAY POLICIES/
Q29, CHANGES TO PAY POLICIES/
Q30, CHILD CAPE/
Q31A, R-LV RAISING A FAMILY/




H-LV BETTER CIVILIAN JOB/
R-L'V PERSONAL PREFERENCE/
R-LV LOCATION OF ASSIGNMENTS/
R-LV SEPARATION FROM FAMILY/
R-LV PRESSURE FROM FAMILY/
R-LV PERSONNEL POLICIES/
R-LV REDUCTION IN MILITARY BENEFITS/
R-LV UNABLE TO CO-LOCATE WITH SPOUSE/




S-LV 'raising A FAMILY/
S-LV PAY POLICIES/
S-LV 3STTER CIVILIAN JOB/
S-LV PERSONAL PREFERENCE/
S-LV LOCATION OF ASSIGNMENTS/
S-LV SEPARATION FROM FAMILY/
S-LV PRESSURE FROM FAMILY/
S-LV PERSONNEL POLICIES/
S-LV REDUCTION IN MILITARY BENEFITS/
S-LV UNABLE TO 30-LOCATS WITH SPOUSE/




Q1 (3) NO LONGER MARRIED (4) SPOUSE PREV SERVED
(5) SPOUSE CUR? SERVING/
Q2 (1) ARMY (2) NAVY (3) AIR FORCE
(4) MARINE CORPS (5) 30AST GUARD/
Q3 (0) MALE (1) FEMALE/
Q4 (1)LESS THAN 21 (2)21-25 (3)25-30 (4) 31-35
(5) 36 OR OLDER/
Q5 (1)LESS THAN 21 (2| 21-25 (3)25-30 (4)31-35






























Q6 (1) BLAEK (2» HISPANIC (3) WHITE
(4) OTHER/
Q7 (1) BLACK (2)HISPANIC (3) WHITE (4) OTHER/
Q 10 (1) 1-5 YRS (2) 5-10 IRS (3) 11-15 IRS
(4) 16-19 YRS (5) 20 PLCS IRS/
Q 11 (1) 1-5 IRS (2) 5-10 IRS (3) 11-15 IRS
(4) 16-19 YRS (5) 20 PLUS IRS/
Q 12 (1) 1-5 IRS (2) 5-10 IRS (3) 11-15 IRS
(4) 16-20 YRS (5) 21 PLUS IRS/
Q 13 (1)BDTH ACT DUTI (2)RESP AD, NOT SPOUSE
(3) SPOUSE AD, NOT RES? (4) NEITHER AD/
Q 14 (4) 4 OR MORE/
Q15 (1) 1-5 IRS (2) 6-10 IRS (3) 11-15 YRS
(4) 16-19 IRS (5)20 PLUS IRS (88) UNDECIDED/
Q16 (1) 1-5 IRS (2) 6-10 IRS (3) 11-15 YRS
(4) 16-19 IRS (5)20 PLUS YRS (88) UNDECIDED/
Q 17 (1) YES, MI CAREER
(2) IES, SPOUSE'S CAREER (3) NO/
Q 18 (1) YES, BOrH DEIMLERS
(2) NO, MINE DOES NOT
(3) NO, SPOUSE'S DOES NOT
(4) NO NEITHER DOES (5) NA/
Q 19A (1) VERY SAT (2) SAT (3) OK (4) DISSAT
(5) VERY DI5SAT/
Q19B (1) VERY SAI (2) SAT (3) OK (4) DISSAT
(5) VERY DISSAT/
Q20A (1) VERY SAT (2) SAT (3) OK (4) DISSAT
(5) VERY DISSAT/
Q20B (1) VERY SAT (2) SAT (3) OK (4) DISSAT
(5) VERY DISSAT/
3 21 (1) YES (2) NO, OX (3) NO, NOT OK/
Q22 (1) NO (2) fSS/
Q23 (1}N0 (2) YES/
Q24 (1) NO (2) IES/
Q25 (1) BOrH GET OUT (2) I'LL GET OUT
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( 3) SPOUSE 3ET OUT
(4) GET DI73RCE (5) PHYSICAL SEPARATION
(6) NA, NO CONFLICT (7) OTHER/
Q26 (0)NO SEPARATION
(1) 1-6 MOS (2) 7-12 SOS (3) 13-13 HOS
(4) 19-2 4 :1DS
(5) 25-30 IDS (5) 31-36 MOS (7) 37 PLUS MOS/
Q27 (1JCAREER ENHANCING ( 2) CO-LOCATION
(3) GEOG LOCATION ('4) OTHER/
Q28 (1) NO (2) SfES/
Q29 (1)NO (2) YES/
Q30 (1) AVAIL AND Ski (2) AVAIL BUT UNSAT
(3) NOT AVAIL, P ROB
(4) NOT AVAIL ,NO PR03 (5)NA/
Q31A TO 2318 (0) UNMARKED (1) MARKED/
Q32A TO Q32N (0) UNMARKED (1) MARKED/
MISSING VALUES Q 1, Q2, Q3 # Q6 , Q7, 213, Q14, Q17 TO Q25,
Q27 TO Q32N (9) , Q4 r Q5, Q8A TO 212, Q15, Q16,
Q26 (77)
ASSIGN MISSING Q 1, Q2, Q3, Q6 , Q7, 213, Q14, Q17 TO Q25,




*RECODE Q8A (1 THRJ 9 =1) (13 THRU 23 = 2)/
*RECODE Q9A (1 THRU 9 =1) (13 THRU 23 = 2)/
VALUE LABEL Q8A (1) ENLISTED (2) DFFICER/
Q9A (1)2NLI3TED (2) DFFICER/
FREQUENCIES G ENER AL=2 1 , 2 2, Q3
,
Q4,25,26,Q7,Q3A,Q9A,Q10,Q11,
Q 12,Q13,QU, Q15, Q15,Q17,Q13,Q19A,2193,Q2 0A,
Q20B,Q2 1,222 ,Q23 , Q24 , 2 25 ,























Q8A (1 THRJ 9 =1) (13 THRU 23 = 2)/
Q9A (1 THR'J 9 =1) (13 THRU 23 = 2| /
TABLES=Q3 3? Q 15
, Q 15 , 2 1 8/
Q8A BY Q15,226/
Q21 3Y Q19A, Q193,Q2QA, 2203/
Q27 BY QRA/
Q2U BY Q25/
Q31A, Q31B,23 1I,331K,231L 3Y Q8A/
Q31A TO 2 313, Q31K BY 33/
Q31B BY 26/
Q32B,Q32K,232L, BY 29A/
Q32A, Q32C r Q32L, Q321 BY Q3/
ALL
Q8A (1 THRJ 9 =1) (13 THRU 23 = 2) /
(Q8A EQ 2)
TA3LSS=Q10 3Y Q2 5 3Y 28A/
ALL
(Q3=0)
TABLES =Q17 3Y 21 8 3Y 23/
ALL
(Q3=D






Q8A PAY GRADE OF RESPONDENT
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE ?RE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LAEEL CODE FRS2 (PCI) (PCT) (PCT)
1. 1 3. 1 0.1 0. 1
2. 5 0.7 0.7 0.9
3. 73 3.9 8.9 9.8
4. 137 13.3 13. 1 22.8
5. 143 17. '4 17.5 40.3
6. 51 7.4 7.4 47.7
7. 17 2. 1 2.1 49.8
3. 1 3.1 0.1 49.9
14. 35 4.3 4.3 54.2
15. 53 7.7 ' 7.7 61.9
16. 217 25.4 26.5 88.4
17. 79 9.5 9.6 98.0
18. 15 1.3 1.3 99.9
19. 1 0.1 0.1 100.0
77. 2 3.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.3
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Q9A FAY GRADE 0? SPOUSE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CArEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
1. 1 0.1 0.1 0.1
2. 2 0.2 0.2 0.4
3. 53 6.5 6.5 6.8
4. 137 13.) 13.0 19.9
5. 155 13.9 18.9 38.7
6. 9 '4 11.4 11.4 50.2
7. 23 3.4 3.4 53.6
8. 3 1.0 1.0 54.6
11. 1 3.1 0. 1 54.7
12. 5 0.7 0.7 55.4
13. 1 0.1 0.1 55.5
14. 22 2.7 2.7 58. 2
15. 54 r
r0.3 6.6 64.8
16. 157 20.3 20.3 85.1
17. 95 11.7 11.7 96.8
18. 21 2.5 2.6 99.4
19. 5 3.5 0.6 100.
C
TOTAL 821 100.0 100.0
Q1 SPOUSE EVER SERVED ON ACTIVE DUTY
CATEGORY LABEL CODE
NO LONGER MARRIED 3.
SPOUSE PREV SERVED 4.
SPOUSE CURR SERVING 5.
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
A3SOLUrE FREQ FREQ FREQ
FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
44 5.4 5.4 5.4
44 5. 4 5.4 10.7
733 39. 3 39.3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.0 100.0
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ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
ARMY 1. 3 3.7 0.7 0.7
NAVY 2. 750 91. '4 91. 4 92.1
AIR FORCE 3. 17 2. 1 2.1 94.2
MARINE CORPS 4. 42 5.1 5.1 99.3
COAST GUARD 5. **•3 3.7 0.7 10 0.0
TOTAL 32 1 103.3 100.3





BSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
253 32.3 32.0 32.0
553 68.3 68.3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
Q4 AGE OF RESPONDENT
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
LESS THAN 21 1. '4 7 5.7 5.7 5.7
21-25 2. 255 31.2 31.2 36.9
26-30 3. 332 40.4 40.4 77.3
31-35 4. 147 17.9 17.9 95. 2
36 OR OLDER 5. 39 4.3 4.8 100.0
TOTAL 821 100. 3 1G0.3
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Q5 AGE OF SPOUSE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCD (PCD (PCT)
LESS THAN 21 1. 32 3.9 3.9 3.9
21-25 2. 245 29.3 29.8 33.7
26-30 3. 292 35.5 35.6 69.3
31-35 4. 159 19. i* 19.4 88.7
36 OR OLDER 5. 93 11.3 11.3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.0 100.0
Q6 RACE OF RESPONDENT
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (Per) (PCI) (PCT)
BLACK 1. 33 4. 5 1.6 4.6
HISPANIC 2. in 1.7 1.7 6.4
WHITE 3. 743 91. 1 91. 4 97.8
OTHER 4. 18 2.2 2.2 100.0
9. 3 0.* MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.0 100.0
Q7 RACE OF SPOUSE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRS2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (?CT) (PCT) (PCT)
BLACK 1. 43 5.2 5.2 5.2
HISPANIC 2. 13 1.5 1.6 6.8
WHITE 3. 75 2 91.5 91.7 98.5
OTHER 4. 12 1.5 1.5 100.0
9. 1 0.1 MI SSI
N
1 100.0
TOTAL 821 100. D 100.0
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Q8A PAY GRADE OF RESPONDENT
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
ENLISTED 1. 409 49.3 49.9 49.9
OFFICER 2. 413 49.9 50.1 100.0
77. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3




TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
Q10 RESPONDENTS YEARS ON ACTIVE DUTY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
BSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
FRED. (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
443 54.5 54.6 54.6
373 45. *4 45.4 100.0
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
1-5 YRS 1. 493 59.7 59.7 59.7
6-10 YRS 2. 231 28.1 28.1 87.8
11-15 YPS 3. 79 9.5 9.6 97.4
16-19 YPS 4. 15 1.3 1.8 99.3
20 PLUS YRS 5. 5 3.7 0.7 100.
TOTAL 321 103.3 100.0
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Q11 SPOUSES YEARS ON ACTI7E DUTY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CArEGORY LABEL CCDE FRED, (PCD (PCI) (PCT)
0. 2 0. 2 0.2 0.2
1-5 YRS 1. 389 47.4 47.(4 47.6
6-10 YRS 2. 253 30.3 30.8 78.4
11-15 YRS 3. 103 13.2 13.2 91.6
16-19 YRS 4. 35 4.4 4.4 96.0
20 PLUS YRS 5. 33 4.3 4.0 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q12 NUMBER OF YEARS MARRIED
RELATIVE ADJUSIED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRED, FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FR5D. (PCI) (PCT) (PCT)
0. 1 0.1 0.1 0. 1
1-5 YRS 1. 717 87.3 87.4 87.6
6-10 YRS 2. 33 10. 1 10.1 97.7
11-15 YRS 3. 14 1. 7 1.7 99.4
16-20 YRS 4. 5 0. 5 0.6 100.0
77. 1 0. 1 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q13 STATUS AT MARRIAGE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
BOTH ACT DUTY 1. 737 39.8 39.8 89.8
RS3P AD, NOT SPOUSE 2. 12 1.5 1.5 91.2
SPOUSE AD, NOT R ESP 3. 36 4.4 4.4 95.6
NEITHER AD 4. 36 4.4 4.4 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.0 100.0
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Q14 NUMBER OF CHILDREN
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FRSQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (pen (PCT) (PCT)
0. 533 61.3 61.3 61.3
1. 24 3 29.5 29.6 91.0
2. 52 7.5 7.5 98.5
3. 7 0.9 0.9 99.
U
4 DR MORE 4. 5 3.5 0.5 100.0
9. 1 3.1 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 103.3 100.3
Q15 ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS OF RESPONDENT
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
1-5 YRS 1. 137 13.3 13.1 13.1
6-1 YRS 2. 53 7.7 7.7 20.9
11- 15 YRS 3. 9 1.1 1. 1 22.0
16-19 YRS 4. 7 0. 9 0.9 22.9
20 PLUS YRS 5. 257 32.5 32.3 55.7
UNDECIDED 88. 353 43. 3 44.2 99.9
99. 1 3.1 0. 1 100.0
77. 7 3.9 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 103.3 100.0
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Q16 ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS OF SPOUSE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
1-5 YRS 1. 76 9.3 9.3 9.3
6-10 YRS 2. 53 7.1 7.1 16.4
11-15 YRS 3. 7 0.9 0.9 17.2
16-19 YRS 4. 3 0.4 0.4 17.6
20 PLUS YRS 5. 310 37.3 37.9 55.5
UNDECIDED 88. 334 37.3 37.2 92.7
99. 53 7.3 7.3 100.0
77. 3 0.4 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q17 SELECTION OF DOMINANT CAREER
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE




TOTAL 321 100.3 100.0
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
A3S0LJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
FEE 3 (PCP) (PCT) (PCT)
174 21.2 21.2 21.2
249 30.3 30.4 51.6
395 43. 2 48.4 100.0
2 0.2 J1ISSIN3 100.0
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Q18 DETAILED SUPPORT OF DOMINANT CAREER
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE
YES r BOTH 1-
NO, MINE NOT 2.
NO r SPOUSE'S NOT 3.






Q19A RESPONDENTS FEELINGS ABOUT LOCATION
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTS FRE2 FREQ FREQ
FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
328 10.3 40.4 40.4
53 7.7 7.8 48.2
43 5.2 5.3 53.4




9 1. 1 MISSING 100.0
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FRE2 FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
VERY SAT 1. 375 45.3 46.4 46.4
SAT 2. 215 25.3 26.5 73.0
OK 3. 95 11.7 11.3 84.8
DISSAT 4. 70 3.5 8.5 93.5
VERY DISSAT 5. 53 5.5 6.5 100.0
9. 10 1.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.) 100.0
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Q19B RESPONDENTS FEELINGS A BOUr BILLET
V RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE3 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
VERY SAT 1. 333 36.5 37.3 37.3
SAT 2. 252 30.7 31.3 68.6
OK 3. 95 11.5 11.8 80. 4
DISSAT 4. 99 12.1 12.3 92.7
VERY DISSAT 5. 59 7.2 7.3 100.0
9. 15 1.9 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100. 100.0
Q20A SPOUSES FEELINGS ABOUT LOCATION
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (P3T) (PCT) (PCT)
VERY SAT 1. 329 40. 1 41.2 41.2
SAT 2. 242 29.5 30.3 71.6
OK 3. 33 9.7 10.3 81.6
DISSAT u. 73 3.5 3.8 90.4
VERY DISSAT 5. 77 9.4 9.5 100.0
9. 23 2.3 MISSIS 10 0.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
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Q23B SPOUSES FEELINGS ABOOT BILLET
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTS FR22 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRS2 (pen (PCI) (PCT)
VERY SAT 1. 253 30.5 31.5 31.5
SAT 2. 275 33.5 34.8 66.2
OK 3. 94 11.4 11.3 78. 1
DISSAT u. 99 12.1 12.5 90.6
VERY DISSAT 5. 75 9.1 9.4 100.0
9. 27 3.3 missins 100.0




NO r OK 2.





BSOLJTE FRS2 FREQ FREQ
FR22 ' (?ZT) (PCT) (PCT)
693 85.3 85.3 85.3
42 5.1 5.1 90.5
73 9. 5 9.5 100.0
3 0.4 MISSIS 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q22 DIFFICULTIES WITH PERSONNEL POLICES
RELAIIV E A]DJUSTSD CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (?ZV) (PCT| (PCT)
NO 1. 525 54. 1 64.5 64.6
YES 2. 233 35. 1 35.4 100.0
9. 7 0.9 MISSIN3 100".
TOTAL 321 103. 3 100.3
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Q23 CHANGES IN PERSONNEL POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED COM
ABSOLJTS F3E2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDS FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
NO 1. 307 37.4 39.5 39.6
YES 2. 459 57.1 60.4 100.0
9. '45 5.5 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 103.) 100.0
Q24 EXPERIENCED A CONFLICT BETWEEN CAREERS
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTS FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (Per) (PCT) (PCT)
NO 1. 513 63.1 63.6 63.6
YES
.
2. 295 35. 1 36.4 100.0
9. 7 0.9 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.) 100.0
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Q25 RESULT OF CONFLICT OF CAREERS
•
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSDLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LA3EL CODE FREQ (PCT) (Per) (PCT)
BOrH GET OUT 1. 5 5 7.9 8.1 8.1
I'LL GET OUT 2. 107 13.3 13.4 21.5
SPOUSE GET OUT 3. 51 5.2 6.4 27.9
GET DIVORCE 4. 37 4.5 4.6 32.5
PHYSICAL SEP 5. 37 4.5 4.5 37.2
NA, NO CONFLICT 6. 494 60. 2 61.3 99.0
OTHER 7. 3 1.3 1.0 100.0
9. 22 2.7 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.0
Q26 LENGTH OF GEOGRAPHIC SEPARATION
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
NO SEPARATION 0. 133 15.2 17.1 17. 1
1-5 MOS 1. 314 38. 2 40.5 57.6
7-12 MOS 2. 24 5 30.3 31.7 89.3
13-18 MOS 3. 31 3.3 4.0 93.3
19-24 MOS 4. 34 4. 1 4.4 97.7
25-30 MOS 5. 2 3.2 0.3 97.9
31-36 MOS 6. 9 1. 1 1.2 99. 1
37 PLUS MOS 7. 3 0.4 0.4 99.5
99. 4 3. 5 0.5 100.0
77. 4 5 5.5 MISSIN3 10 0.0
'OTAL 321 100.3 100.3
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Q27 IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION UPON TRASSFEE i
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LA3EL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
CAREER" ENHANCING 1. 117 14. 3 14.5 14.5
CO-LOCATION 2. 612 74.5 76.0 90.6
GEOG LOCATION 3. 35 4.3 4.3 94.9
OTHER 4. 41 5.9 5.1 100.0
9. 15 1.9 MISSIS 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.9 100.0
Q28 FEELINGS ABOUT PAY POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED COM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LA3EL CCDE FREQ (?CT) (PCT) (PCT)
NO 1. 311 37.9 39.2 39.2
YES 2. 432 58. 7 60.3 100.0
9. 23 3.4 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 103. 9 100.9
Q29 CHANGES TO PAY POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRS2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LA3EL CCDE FRE2 (p:d (PCT) (PCT)
NO 1. 335 40.3 42.3 42.8
YES 2. 443 54. 3 57.2 100.0
9. 33 4. 5 MISSIN3 100.0










TOTAL 321 100.3 100.0
Q31A R-LV RAISING A FAMIL?
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FP.EQ FREQ
:de FREQ (PCI) (PCT) (PCT)
1. 92 11.2 11.4 11.4
2. 121 14. 7 15.0 26.4
3. 30 3.7 3.7 30. 1
4. 15 1.3 1.9 31.9
5. 550 67.0 68.1 100.0
9. 13 1.5 MISSIN3 100.0
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FR32 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 552 67.2 67.4 67.4
MARKED 1. 257 32.5 32.5 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.0
Q31B R-LV PAY POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTS F?E2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 675 82. 3 32.5 82.5
MARKED 1. 143 17.4 17.5 10 0.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
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Q31C R-LV BETTER CIVILIAN JOB
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CAIEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCI) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 553 68.3 68.1 63.1
MARKED 1. 251 31.3 31.9 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
Q31D R-LV PERSONAL PREFERENCE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 697 84.9 85.1 85. 1
MARKED 1. 122 14. 9 14.9 100.
9. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q31Z R-LV LOCATION OF ASSIGNMENTS
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FSE2 FRS2 FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRED. (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 74 5 93.7 91.0 91.0
MARKED 1. 74 9.3 9.0 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.3
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Q31F R-LV SEPARATION FROM FAMILY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CArSGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 455 55.4 55.6 55.6
MARKED 1. 354 44. 3 44.4 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.0 100.0
Q31G R-LV PRESSURE FROM F&SILY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCT) (pen (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 779 94.9 95.1 95. 1
MARKED 1. 40 4.9 4.9 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 100. 100.0
Q31H R-LV PERSONNEL POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
A3SOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCI) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 74 3 91.1 91.3 91 .3
MARKED 1. 71 3.5 8.7 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 1C0.0
TOTAL 321 100. 100.0
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Q31I E-LV REDUCTION IN MILITARY BENEFITS
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CArEGORY LABEL CCDE FEE 3 (per) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 625 75.2 76.4 76.4
MARKED 1. 193 23.5 23.5 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 103. 100.0
Q31J R-LV UNABLE TO CO--LOCATE WITH SPOUSE l
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT! (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 339 (4 7. '4 47.5 47.5
MARKED 1. 430 52. '4 52.5 100.0
9. 2 0.2 hissing 100.0
TOTAL 821 ,100.0 100.0
Q31K R-LV UNDESIRABLE BILLET AT CO-LOCATION
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 605 73.7 73.9 73.9
MARKED 1. 21 '4 25.1 26.1 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100. 3 100.0
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Q31L R-LV PASSED OVER
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FRSQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (pen (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 694 84.5 84.7 84.7
MARKED 1. 125 15.2 15.3 100.0
9. 2 0.2 HISSINS 100.0





A3S0LJTE FRE2 FRE2 FRSQ
FRE2 (PCI) (PCT) (PCT)
803 97.4 97.7 97.7
19 2.3 2.3 100.0
2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
MARKED 1.
9.
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q31N R-LV OTHER
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
A3S0LJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LA3EL CCDE FRS3 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 773 94.2 94.4 94.4
MARKED 1. 45 5. 5 5.5 100.0
9. 2 0.2 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.3
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Q32A S-LV RAISING A FAMILY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FREQ (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 603 73. 1 76.3 76.3
MARKED 1. 185 22.7 23.7 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q323 S-LV PAY POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 653 80.4 84.0 34.0
MARKED 1. 125 15.3 16.0 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 821 103.3 100.3
Q32C S-L? BETTER CIVILIAN JOB
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 497 63. 5 63.2 63.2
MARKED 1. 289 35. 2 36.8 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 103. 3 100.3
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Q32D S-LV PERSONAL PREFERENCE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED caw
ABSOLJTE FREQ FRS2 FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCD (?CT> (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 639 74. 2 77.5 77.5
MARKED 1. 177 21.5 22.5 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
Q32E S-LV LOCATION OF ASSIGNMENTS
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE ?RE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (9CT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 733 85.3 89.1 89. 1
MASKED 1. 35 13.5 10.9 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSING 100.0
TOTAL 321 103.3 100.3
Q32F S-LV SEPARATION FROM FAMILY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (P3T) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 434 52.9 55.2 55.2
MARKED 1. 352 42. 9 44.3 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSING 100.
TOTAL 821 103. 3 100.0
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Q32G S-LV PRESSURE FROM FAMILY
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE3 FRE2 FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FRE3 (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 752 92.3 96.9 96.9
MARKED 1. 24 2.9 3.1 100.0
9. 35 4.3 HISSI53 100.0
TOTAL 621 100.3 100.0
Q32H S-LV PERSONNEL POLICIES
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
5BSDLUTE FR5Q FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL C CDS FRE3 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 691 84. 2 87.9 87.9
MARKED 1. 95 11.5 12.1 100.0




Q32I S-LV REDUCTION IN MILITARY BENEFITS
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 659 83.3 83.3 83.8
MARKED 1. 127 15.5 16.2 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.3
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Q32J S-LV UNABLE TO CO-LOCATE WITH SP3USE
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FRE2 FRSQ
CArEGORY LABEL CODE FRE2 (PCD (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 419 51.3 53.3 53.3
MARKED 1. 357 0-ti. 7 46.7 100.0




Q32K S-LV UNDESIRABLE BILLET AT CO-LOCATION
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FRSQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 595 72.5 75.7 75.7
MARKED 1. 191 23.3 24.3 100.0
9. 35 4.3 MISSIN3 100.0
TOTAL 321 100.3 100.0
Q32L S-LV PASSED OVER
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (PCT) (PCT) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 633 32.3 86.5 86.5
MARKED 1. 135 12.9 13.5 100.0
9. 35 4. 3 MISSING 100.0





A3SOL0TE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
CATEGORY LABEL CCDE FRE2 (pcr» (PCI) (PCT)
UNMARKED 0. 754 91.3 95.9 95.9
MARKED 1. 32 3.9 4.1 100.0









TOTAL 821 100.3 100.0
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLJTE FRE2 FREQ FREQ
FREQ (PCD (PCI) (PCT)
725 88.4 92.4 92.4
50 7.3 7.5 100.0
35 4.3 MISSIN3 100.0
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* * CROSS TABULATION 3 F ********
Q27 CONSIDERATION DPON TRANSFER BY Q3A PAY GRADE OF RESP.




ROW PCT IENLI3TED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
1. I 53 I 67 I 117
CAREER ENHANCING I 42.7 I 57.3 I 14.6
I 12.5 I 16.5 I
I 6.2 I 8.3 I
2. I 304 I 337 I 611
I 49.3 I 50.2 I 76.1
I 76.4 I 75.8 I
I 37.9 I 38.2 I
3. I 25 I 13 I 35
I 71. '4 I 28.6 I 4.4
I 6.3 I 2.5 I
I 3.1 I 1.2 I
4. I 19 I 21 I
OTHER I 47.5 I 52.5 I
I 4.3 I 5.2 I
I 2.4 I 2.5 I
COLUMN 398 435 803








* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q31A R-LV RAISING A FAMILZ BY 28A PH 3RADE OF RESPONDENT
******** ****** ***** ***********
QBk
CO NT I
ROW PCT IENLI3TED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
Q31A 1 1 1
0. I 251 I 291 I 552
UNMARKED I 47.3 I 52.7 r 67.6









1. 14 5 119 I 265
MARKED I 55. 1 I 44. 9 I 32.4
I 35.9 I 29. 3 I
I 17.9 I 14.5 I
COLUMN 437 410 817
TOTAL 49.3 50.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 4.35353 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0438





** CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q31B R-LV PAY POLICIES BY 28A PAY GRADE 0? RESPONDENT
******** ****** ***** ****** *****
Q8A
COUNT I
ROW PCT IENLISTED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
Q31B 1 1 I
0. I 323 I 354 I 674
UNMARKED I 47.5 I 52.5 T 82.5









r1. 87 55 143
MARKED I 50.3 I 39.2 i 17.5
I 21.4 I 13.7 I
I 10.5 I 6.9 I
COLUMN 407 410 317
TOTAL 49.3 50.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 7.39852 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0049





* * CROSS TA3UL&TI0N OF ********




ROW PCT IENLISTED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
Q31I 1 1 1
0. I 295 I 323 I 624
UNMARKED I 47.!* I 52.6 I 76.4
I 72.7 I 80.0 I
I 36.2 I 40.1 I
1. I 111 I 82 I 193
MARKED I 57.5 I 42.5 I 23.6
I 27.3 I 20.0 I
I 13.5 I 10.0 I
COLUMN 40 7 410 817
TOTAL 49.3 50.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 5.59 130 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0180





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q31K R-LV UNDESIRABLE BILLET BY Q8A ?A? GRADE OF RESPONDENT




ROW PCT IENLI3TED OFFICER
COL PCT I
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
ROW
TOTAL
0. I 323 I 233 I 603
UNMARKED I 53.1 I 46.9 I 73.8









I1. 37 127 214
MARKED I 40.7 X 59.3 I 26.2
COLUMN
TOTAL
I 21.4 I 31.0 I





CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 9.24 583 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0024





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q31L R-LV PASSED OVER BY 33 A PAY GRADE OF RESPONDENT
******** ****** ***** ****** *****
Q8A
CO U NT I
ROW PCT IENLISTSD OFFICES ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
0. I 352 I 330 I 692
UNMARKED I 52.3 I 47.7 I 84.7
I 88.9 I 80.5 I
I 44.3 I 40.4 I
1. I 4 5 I 30 I 125
MARKED I 36.0 I 64.0 I 15.3
I 11.1 I 19.5 I
I 5.5 I 9.3 I
COLUMN 407 410 317
TOTAL '49.3 50.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 10.5 2584 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = .001 1
RAS CHI SQUARE = 11.26887 rf ITH 1 DE33EE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0008
PHI = 0. 11744
183

** CROSS TABULATION OF *******




ROW PCT IMALE FEMALE
COL PCT I


















1. I 47 I 220 I
I 17.5 I 82.4 I
I 17.9 I 39.6 I







CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 37.27388 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q313 R-LV PAY POLICIES BY 33 SEX OF RESPONDENT
** ****** ** **** ***** ****** *****
Q3
COUNT I
ROW PCT IMALE FEMALE
COL PCT I
























I 54 I 79 I
I 44.3 I 55.2 I
I 24.3 I 14.2 I







CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 12.0 100!* WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM,
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0005





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCT IMALE FEMALE
COL PCT I
























I 139 I 152 I
I 41.3 I 58.2 I
I 4 1.4 I 27.3 I







CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 15.72085 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM,
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.000 1





* * CKOSS TABULATION OF ********
Q31 K R-LV UNDESIRABLE BILLET Bf Q3 SEX OF RESPONDENT
******** ****** *********** *****
Q3
COUNT I
ROW PCT IMALE FEMALE
COL PCT I




















I 55 I 153 I
I 26.2 I 73.8 I
I 21.3 I 28.4 I







CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 4.33333 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0374





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCT IBLACK HISPANIC WHITE OTHER
COL PCT I
TOT PCT I 1,1 2.1 3.1 U.
I
0. I 26 I 10 I 624 I 13 I
UNMARKED I 3.9 I 1.5 I 92.7 I 1.9 I
I 68. U I 71.4 I 83.6 I 72.2 I
I 3.2 I 1.2 I 76.5 I 1.6 I
1. I 12 I 4 I 122 I 5 1 143
MARKED I 8.4 I 2.8 I 85.3 I 3.5 I 17.5
I 31.6 I 28.6 I 15.4 I 27.8 I
I 1.5 I 0.5 I 15.0 I 0.6 I
COLUMN 38 14 746 18 816





CHI SQUARE = 8.3 9187 WITH 3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0386
CRAMER'S V = 0. 10141
185

* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q32B S-LV PAY POLICIES BY 29A PAY 3R&DE OF SPOUSE
******** ****** ***** ****** ** ***
COUNT I
ROW PCT IENLI5TED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I • TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
Q323 1 1 1
0. I 335 l 325 I 660
UNMARKED I 50.3 TX 49.2 r 84.0
I 79.2 I 89.5 I
I 42.5 I 41.3
-I- —I- -I
1. I 33 I 38 r 126
MARKED I 59. 3 I 30.2 i 16.0
COLUMN
TOTAL
I 20.3 I 10.5 I






CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 14.74464 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0001
RAW CHI SQUARE = 15.50295 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0001
PHI = 0. 14044
185

* * CROSSTABUL&TION OF ********
Q32K S-LV UNDESIRABLE BILLET BY Q9A PAY GRADE OF SPOUSE
******** ****** ***** ****** *****
Q9A
COUNT I
ROW PCT IENLISTED OFFICER ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
0. I 343 I 247 I 595
UNMARKED I 58.5 I 41.5 r 75.7










i1. 75 116 191
MARKED I 39.3 -L 60.7 i 24.3
I 17.7 I 32.0 I
I 9.5 I 14.3 I
COLUMN 423 363 786
TOTAL 53.8 46.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 20.72425 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000





* * CROSS TABULATION OF* ********
Q32L S-LV PASSED OVER BY 39 A PAY GRADE OF SPOUSE
******** ****** *********** *****
Q9A
COUNT I
ROW PCT IENLISIED OFFICES ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
Q32L 1 1 I
0. I 33 '4 I 295 I 680
UNMARKED I 56.5 I 43.5 I 86.5









I1. 39 57 106
MARKED I 36.3 I 63.2 I 13.5
COLUMN
TOTAL
I 9.2 I 18.5 I





CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 13.50673 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0002
RA» CHI SQUARE = 14.28755 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0002
PHI = 0. 13482
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f * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCT IMALE FEMALE ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 0.1 1.1
Q32A 1 1 1
0. I 137 I 463 I 600
UNMARKED I 22. 3 I 77.2 I 76.3
I 54.3 I 86.4 I
I 17.4 I 58.9 I
1. I 113 I 73 I 186
MARKED I 60.3 I 39.2 I 23.7
I 4 5.2 I 13.6 I
I 14.4 I 9.3 I
COLUMN 250 536 786
TOTAL 31.3 68.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 92.3 8452 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE 0.0000





* * CROSS TABULATION DF ********
Q32C S-LV BETTER CIVILIAN JOB BY Q3 SEX OF RESPONDENT






ROW PCT IMALE F EMALE ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL







I0. 311 4 97
I 37. '4 I 62.5 I 63.2









I 22. 1 I 77.9 I 36.8
COLUMN
TOTAL
I 25.5 I 42.3 I





CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 13.97049 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM,
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000
RAW CHI SQUARE = 19.66859 WITH 1 DE35EE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000
PHI = 0. 15819
193

** CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q32L S-LV PASSED OVER BZ 33 SEX OF RESPONDENT
******** ****** ***** ****** *****
Q3
COUNT I
ROW PCT IHALE FEMALE ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 0.1 1.1
Q32L 1 1 1
0. I 233 I 450 I 680
UNMARKED I 3 3.3 I 66.2 I 86.5
I 92.3 I 8U. 3 I
I 29.3 I 57.3 I
1. I 20 I 35 I 106
MARKED I 18.9 I 81.1 I 13.5
I 8.0* I 16.0 I
I 2.5 I 10.9 I
COLUMN 253 536 786
TOTAL 31.3 68.2 100.0
CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 8.77976 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0030





* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q32M S-LV RETIRED BY Q3 3EX OF RESPONDENT






ROW PCT IMALE p EMALE ROW









I 33. I 67.0 I 95.9








I 3.1 I 96.9 I 4. 1
COLUMN
TOTAL
I 3.4 I 5.8 I





CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = 11.3 1077 WITH 1 DEGREE 0? FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0008
RAW CHI SQUARE = 12.65170 WITH 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0004
PHI = 0. 12637
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* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q17 SELECTION OF DOMINANT 3AREER 3? 213 DETAILER SUPPORT
CONTROLLING FOR.
.




ROW PCT IYES, NOT NOT NOT NA ROW
COL PCT IBCTH MINE SPOU. BOTH TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 U. I 5.1
1.1 47 I 13 1 18 1 9 1 33 I 117
YES, I 40.2 I 8.5 I 15.4 I 7.7 I 28.2 I 45.2
MY CAREER I 45.6 I 55.6 I 78.3 I 50.0 I 34.0 I
I 18. 1 I 3. 9 I 6.9 1 3.5 I 12.7 I
2. I 61 31 01 01 71 16
YES, I 37.5 I 18.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 43.8 I 6.2
SPOUSE'S I 5.8 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 7.2 I
I 2. 31 1.21 0.01 3.01 2. 7 I
3. I 50 I 5 1 5 1 9 1 57 I 126
NO I 39.7 I 4.3 I 4.0 I 7.1 I 45.2 I 48.6
I 48.5 I 27.3 I 21.7 I 50.0 I 53.3 I
I 19.3 I 1.9 1 1.9 1 3.5 I 22.0 I
COLUMN 103 13 23 18 97 259
TOTAL 39.8 6.9 8.9 5.9 37.5 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 21.782 53 WITH 8 DEGRESS OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0053
CRAMER'S V = 0. 20506
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* * CROSSTABUL&TION OF ********
Q17 SELECTION OF DOMINANT Z AREER M 213 DETAILER SUPPORT
CONTROLLING FOR. .
Q3 SEX OF RESPONDENT VALUE = 1. FEM&LS
******** ****** *********** *****
Q18
COUNT I
ROW PCT IYES, SOT NOT NOT NA ROW
COL PCT I BOTH MINE SPOU. BOTH TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 U.I 5.1
Q17 1 1 1 1 1 1
1. I 21 I 9 1 6 1 2 1 18 I 56
YES, MY CAREEP. I 37.5 I 16.1 I 10.7 I 3.6 I 32.1 I 10.2
I 9.4 I 20.0 I 30.0 I 8.3 I 7.6 I
I 3.8 I 1.6 1 1.11 0.4 I 3.3 I
2. I 115 I 26 I 3 1 13 I 70 I 232
YES, SPOUSE'S CA I 49.6 I 11.2 I 3.4 I 5.6 I 30.2 I 42.1
I 51.3 I 57.3 I 40.0 I 54.2 I 29.4 I
I 20.9 I 4.7 1 1.5 1 2.4 I 12.7 I
3. I 88 I 10 I 5 1 9 I 150 I 263
ND I 33.5 I 3.3 I 2.3 I 3.4 I 57.0 I 47.7
I 39.3 I 22.2 I 30.0 I 37.5 I 53.0 I
I 16.0 I 1.3 1 1.11 1.6 1 27.2 I
COLUMN 224 45 20 24 238 551
TOTAL 40.7 3.2 3.6 4.4 43.2 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 53.93501 WITH 8 DEGRESS OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000
CRAMER 1 S V = 0. 22123
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** CROSS TABULATION D F ********
Q3 SEX OF RESP. BY Q18 DEPMLER SOPPORP OF DOMINANT CAREER
******** *********** ****** *****
Q18
COUNT I
ROW PCT IYES NOT NOT NOT NA ROW
COL PCT IBOTH MINE SPOlJ. BOTH TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1
0. I 103 I 13 I 23 I 18 I 97 I 259
MALE I 39.8 I 6.9 I 3.9 I 6.9 I 37.5 I 31.9
I 31.4 I 28.5 I 53.5 I 42.9 I 28.9 I
I 12.7 I 2.2 I 2. 3 I 2.2 I 11.9 I
1. I 225 I 45 I 20 I 24 2 239 I 553
FEMALE I 40.7 I 8.1 I 3.6 I 4.3 I 43.2 I 68.1
I 68.6 I 71.4 I 45.5 I 57.1 I 71.1 I
I 27.7 -I 5.5 I 2. 5 I 3.0 I 29.4 I
COLUMN 323 63 '4 3 42 336 812
TOTAL 40.4 7.8 5.3 5.2 41.4 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 13.32657 WITH 4 DEGREES O? FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0098
CRAMER'S V = 0. 1281 1
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* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q21 STATIONED TOGETHER BY 2 19A RESP-FEELINGS ABOUT LOCATION
******** ****** ***** ****** *****
Q19A
COUNT I
ROW PCT IVERJ SAT OK DIS- VERY ROW
COL PCT ISAT SAT DISSAT TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1
1. I 339 I 136 I 32 I 55 I 28 I 690
YES I 49.1 I 27.0 I 11.9 I 8.0 I 4.1 I 85.3
I 90.2 I 86.5 I 85.4 I 78.6 I 53.3 I
I 41.9 I 23.0 I 1D.1 I 6.8 I 3.5 I
2.1 22 1 12 1 31 41 11 42
NO, OK I 52.4 I 28.6 I 7.1 I 9.5 I 2.4 I 5.2
I 5.9 I 5.6 I 3.11 5.7 I 1.9 1
I 2.7 r 1. 5 I 3.4 I 0.5 I 0.11
3.1 15 1 17 1 111 111 23 I 77
I 19.5 I 22.1 I 14.3 I 14.3 I 29.9 I 9.5
I 4.0 I 7.9 I 11.5 I 15.7 I 44.2 I
I 1.91 2. 11 1.41 1.412.8 I
COLUMN 376 215 96 70 52 809
TOTAL 46.5 26.6 11.9 8.7 6.4 103.9
NO f NOT OK
CHI SQUARE = 91.45302 WITH 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000











Q21 STATIONED TOGETHER BY 2 19B RESP-FEELINGS ABOUT BILLET
******** ****** ***** ***********
Q19B
COUNT I
ROW PCI IVERY SAT OK
COL PCT ISAT
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1
I
U I 5.1
1. I 269 I 216 I 75 I 80 I 46 I
YES I 39.2 I 31. U I 11.1 I 11.6 I 5.7 I
I 90.0 I 35.1 I 80.0 I 80.8 I 78.0 I
I 33.5 125.9 1 9.5 I 10.0 I 5.7 I
2. I 13 I 14 I 7 1 7 1 11 42
NO, OK I 31.0 I 33.3 I 16.7 I 16.7 I 2.4 I 5.2
I 4.3 1 5.6 1 7. ft I 7.11 1.7 I
I 1.6 1 1.7 1 0.9 I 0.9 I 0.1 I
3. I 17 I 21 I 12 I 12 I 12 I
I 23.0 I 23.4 I 16.2 I 16.2 I 15.2 I
I 5.7 I 3 .4 I 12.6 I 12. 1 I 20.3 I
I 2.11 2.61 1.51 1.51 1.5 I
COLUMN 299 251 95 99 59 803





CHI SQUARE = 19.34326 WITH 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = .013 1
CRAMER'S V = 0. 1 0975
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* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCT IVERY SM OK DISSAT VERY DIS ROW
COL PCT ISAT SAT TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1
1. I 304 I 216 I 74 I 53 I 38 I 685
YES I 44.4 I 31.5 I 10.3 I 7.7 I 5.5 I 85.9
I 92.7 I 39.3 I 92.5 I 75.7 I 49.4 I
I 38. 1 I 27. 1 I 9.3 I 6.6 1 4.8 I
2. I 14 I 15 I 2 1 7 1 11 39
NO, OK I 35.9 I 33.5 I 5.1 I 17.9 I 2.6 I 4.9
I 4.31 5.21 2. 51 10.01 1.3 I
I 1.8 1 1.9 1 0.3 I 0.9 I 0.1 I
3. I 101 111 4 1 101 38 I 73
NO, NOT I 13.7 I 15.1 I 5.5 I 13.7 I 52.1 I 9.2
OK I 3.01 4.51 5. 3114. 31 4 9. 4 I
I 1.3 1 1.4 1 0.5 1 1.3 1 4.8 I
COLUMN 328 242 30 70 77 797
TOTAL 41.2 30.4 10.0 8.8 9.7 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 181.40759 WITH 8 DEGREES 07 FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = .0
CRAMER'S V = 0.3 3735
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* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCT IVERY SAT OK DISSAT VERY DIS ROW
COL PCT ISAT SAT TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 a. I 5.1
1. I 223 I 239 I 37 I 86 I 49 I 634
fES I 32.6 I 3*. 9 I 12.7 I 12.6 I 7.2 I 86.4
I 89.2 I 35.6 I 92.6 I 87.8 I 66.2 I
I 28.2 I 30.2 I 11.0 I 10.9 I 5.2 I
. 2. I 15 I 14 I 2 1 5 1 3 1 39
NO, OK I 38.5 I 35.9 I 5.1 I 12.8 I 7.7 I 4.9
I 6.01 5.11 2. 11 5.11 4.1 I
I 1.91 1.81 0.31 0.61 0.4 I
3. I 12 I 23 I 5 1 7 1 22 I 69
I 17.4 I 33.3 I 7.2 I 10.1 I 31.9 I 8.7
I 4.81 3.31 5. 31 7.11 29.7 I
I 1.51 2.9 1 0.51 0.91 2.8 I
COLUMN 250 276 94 98 74 792
TOTAL 31.6 34.8 11.9 12.4 9.3 100.0
NO, NOT OK
CHI SQUARE = 49.84183 WITH 8 DEGREES 3F FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000
CRAMER 1 S V = 0. 17739
CRAMER'S 7 = 0. 1 0559
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** CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROM PCT IBOTH I GET SPOUSE GEr PHfS NA,N0 OTHER ROW
COL PCT IOUT OUT OUI DI7 SEP CFLICT TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1
1.1 61 10 I 41 51 51 482 I 1 512
NO I 1.2 I 2.0 I 0.8 I 1.0 I 1.3 194.1 I 3.00 I 64.1
I 9.2 I 9.3 I 7.8 113.5 113.5 197.6 I 0.00 I
I 0.8 I 1.3 I 0.5 I 0.5 I 3.5 160.3 I 3.00 I
2. I 59 I 97 I 47 I 32 I 32 I 12 I 3 I 237
YES 120.6 133.8 116.4 111.1 111.1 I 4.2 I 2.88 I 35.9
190.8 190.7 192.2 186.5 186.5 I 2.4 1103.00 I
I 7.4 112.1 I 5.9 I 4.0 I 4.3 I 1.5 I 1.00 I
COLUMN 65 107 51 37 37 494 8 799
TOTAL 8.1 13.4 6.4 4.6 4.5 61.8 1.00 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 631.U9634 WITH 6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0
CRAMER 1 S 7 = 0.8 8902
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**C ROSS TABULATION OF *********
Q3 SEX OF RESP. BY Q15 ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS OF RESP.
******** ****** ***** ***********
Q15
COUNT I
SOW PCTT1-5 6-10 11-15 16-19 20PLUS UNDEC ROW
COL PCTIYRS YRS YRS YR3 YRS TOTAL
TOT PCTI 1.1 2.1 3.1 U.
I
5.1 88.1 99.1
0. I 191 22 I 5 1 11 98 I 118 I 1 263
MALE I 7.21 3.4 I 1.91 0.41 37.3 I 44.9 I 0.0 I 32.3
I 17.81 34.9 I 55.51 14.31 35.7 I 32.8 I 0.0 I
I 2.3 I 2.7 I 0.51 0.11 12.0 I 14.5 I 0.0 I
41 I 41 61 159 I 242 I 1 I 551
7.4 I 0.71 1.11 33.7 I 43.9 I 0.2 I 67.7
55.11 '44.41 85.71 63.3 I 67.2 1100.0 I
5.0 I 0.51 0.71 2D. 8 I 29.7 I 0.1 I
COLUMN 107 63 9 7 257 360 1 314
TOTAL 13.1 7.7 1.1 0.9 32.8 44.2 0.1 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 16.69196 WITH 6 DEGRESS OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0105
CRAMER' S V = 0. 14320
I 1-






* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********




ROW PCTI1-5 6-10 11-15 16-19 20PLJS UNDEC ROW
COL PCTIYRS YRS YRS J RS YRS TOTAL
TOT PCTI 1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 88.1 99.1
0. I 381 241 11 11 531 118 I 27 I 262
MALE I 14.51 9.21 0.41 0.41 20.21 45.0 110.3 I 32.0
I 50.01 41.41 14.31 33.31 17.11 38.8 145.0 I
I 4.61 2.91 0.11 0.11 6.51 14.4 I 3.3 I
1. I 381 341 61 21 2571 186 I 33 I 5 56
FEMALE I 6.81 6.11 1.11 0.41 46.21 33.5 I 5.9 I 68.0
I 50.01 58.61 85.71 66.71 32.91 61.2 155.0 I
I 4.61 4.21 0.71 0.21 31.41 22.7 I 4.0 I
I x 1 r j i x j
COLUMN 76 58 7 3 313 304 53 313
TOTAL 9.3 7.1 0.9 0.4 37.9 37.2 7.3 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 57.43658 WITH 6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0000
CRAMER'S 7 = 0. 26498
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* * CROSSTABULATION OF ********
Q8A PAY GRADE-RESP. BY Q 15 ACTIVE DUTY INTENTIONS-RESP.
******** ****** ***** ***********
Q15
COUNT I
HOW PCT 11-5 16-10 11-15 16-19 23PLUS UNDEC ROW
COL PCT IY.RS YRS YRS YR5 YR3 TOTAL
TOT PCT I 1.1 2.1 3.1 U.I 5.1 88.1 99.1
1. I 65 I 40 I 7 1 4 1 135 I 183 I 11 405
ENLISTEDI 16.0 I 9.9 I 1.7 I 1.0 I 25.9 I 45.2 I 0.2 I 49.8
I 60.7 163.5 177.3 157.1 I 39.3 I 50.8 1100.0 I
I 8.0 I 4.9 I 0.9 I 0.5 I 12.9 I 22.5 I 0.1 I
2. I 42 I 23 I 2 1 3 I 152 I 177 I 1 409
OFFICER I 10.3 I 5.6 I 3.5 I 0.7 I 39.5 I 43.3 I 0.0 I 50.2
I 39.3 136.5 122.2 142.9 I 63.7 I 49.2 I 0.0 I
I 5.2 I 2.8 I 0.2 I 0.4 I 19.9 I 21.7 I 0.0 I
COLUMN 107 63 9 7 257 360 1 814
TOrAL 13.1 7.7 1.1 0.9 32.3 44.2 0.1 100.3
CHI SQUARE = 25.70134 WITH 6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0003
CRAMER'S V = 0. 1775 9
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* * CROSS TABULATION OF ********
Q8A PAY GRADS-RESP. 3Y 225 LEN3TH OF 3EOGRAPHIC SEPARATION
******** ****** ***** ***********
Q26
COUNTI
ROW PCT INO 1-6 7-12 13-1819-2425-30 31-3637 ROW
COL PCT ISEP HOS 80S MDS MOS MOS MOS PLUS TOTAL
TOT PCT I 0.1 1.1 2.1 3.1 U.I 5.1 6.1 7.199. I
Q8A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
1. I 921 1461 1121 111 181 01 41 11 I 384
SNLISTEDI24. 0138. 0129. 21 2.91 4.71 0.01 1.01 0.310.0 I 49.5
. 169.2146 .6145.5135. 5152.91 3 .
3
144. 4133. 3 10 .0 I
111.911 8. 8114. 51 1.41 2.31 0.31 0.510.1 10. I
2.1 411 1671 1341 201 161 21 51 21 4 I 391
OFFICER 110. 5142. 7134. 31 5.11 4.11 0.51 1.31 0.511.0 I 50.5
1 30. 815 3. 41 5 4. 51 64. 5147. 11133. 1 55. 6 16 6. 71100.
I
I 5.3121 .5117.31 2.61 2.11 3.31 0.61 0.31 0.51
COLUMN 133 3 13 246 3 1 34 2 9 3 4 775
TOTAL 17.2 40.4 31.7 4.0 4.4 0.3 1.2 0.4 0.5 100.3
CHI SQUARE = 32.04709 WITH 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = 0.0001
CRAMER'S 7 = 0. 20335
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* * CROSS TABQL1-TXOH OF ********
013 RESP. YEARS ON ACTIVE DUTY BY 325 LENGTH OF SEPARATION
CONTROLLING FOR.
.
Q8A PAY GRADE OF RESPONDENT VALUE = 2. OFFICER******** **********************
Q26
COUNT I
ROW PCT INO 1-6 7-12 13-1819-2425-3 031-3637 * ROW
COL PCT ISEP MOS MOS HOS MOS M33 MOS MOS TOTAL
TOT PCT I 0.1 1.1 2.1 3.1 U.I 5.1 6.1 7.1 99.1
1. I 241 901 68 I 131 7 1 2 12 I 1 2 1 208
1-5 YRS 111. 5143. 3132. 71 5.31 3.41 1.011.0 I 0.011.0 I 53.2
15 8. 515 3. 91 5 0.71 65. 0143 . 811 0. 14 0. 01 0.0150. 01
I 6. 1123.0117. 41 3.311.8 10.5 I 0.51 0.010.5 I
2. I 91 591 41 I 5 I 81 I 1 I I 1 I 124
6-10 YRSI 7. 3147. 6133. 11 4.01 5.510.3 I 0.31 0.010.8 I 31.7
122. 0135. 3130. 6125. 0150.01 0. 0120.01 0.0125. 01
I 2. 3115. 1110. 51 1.31 2.01 0. 01 0.31 0.31 0.31
3. I 71 161 211 2 I I 3 I 2 I 1 I 1 I 50
11-15 YRI14. 0132. 0142. 01 4.01 0.01 0.31 4.01 2.31 2.01 12.3
117.11 9.6115. 7113. 01 0.01 0. 3140. 0150. 3 125. 01
I 1.81 4.11 5.41 0.51 0.01 0.31 0.510.3 I 0.31
4. i 11 21 31 011 I 310 II 10 I 8
16-19 YRI12. 5125. 0137. 51 3. 0112.51 0. 01 0.0112. 510.0 I 2.0
I 2.41 1.21 2.21 0.016.3 I 3.31 0.0150. 31 0.01
I 0.31 0.51 0.81 3.010.3 I 3.01 0.01 0.31 0.01
5. I 01 01 11 31 01 31 01 01 01 1
20 PLUS I 0.01 0.01100. 1 0. 01 0.013.3 I 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.3
I 0.01 0.01 0.71 3.01 0.013.3 I 0.01 0.01 0.01
I 0.01 0.01 0.31 0. 01 0.013.3 I 0.01 0.013.3 I
COLUMN ' 41 1 67
X
134 20 16 2 " 5 2 4 391
TOTAL 10.5 42.7 34.3 5.1 4.1 3.5 1.3 3.5 1.0 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 46. 53322 WITH 32 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SIGNIFICANCE = .0467
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